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•Campus programs
•Budget

MAP serves UM
motorists in need
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
Friday the 13th was not a good
day for Shanine Bartlett.
She
stopped by Chadbourne Hall for a
few minutes and when she came
out she realized she left her keys
in
her car. She was locked out.
Fortunately she called the University of Maine Department of
Safety. and Security Guard Kenneth Sirois was on his way.
Sirois runs the Motorized Assistance Program (MAP) for the
department,helping motorists who
have problems ranging from lockouts to flat tires.
Bartlett said she had heard atx?ut
the program from a co-worker and
gave the department a call . "1 was
getting ready to pay $40," she said.
`That would havetopped offthe day."
In a few moments Simis had the
dooropen and Bartlett wason her way.
Sirois said he averages from "ten
to twelve calls a day. By far the
mostcalls are for lockouts," he said.
The truck he drives not only

$8M budget
cut forces
administrative
changes

has many tools and equipment inside to help motorists, the truck
itself is specially oufitted for the
job. A gas line in the trunk can be
pulled out to give a car some gasoline, and an outlet on the front
bumper is used for a connection
for jumper cables.
Charlie Chandler, assistant director for administrative services,
got the idea from a similar program
at the University of Louisville.
The program, which is funded
by the sale of parking stickers,
started in December 1989. Sirois
works for nine months a year from
7:30a.m.-3:30p.m.
People who call the department
about lockouts are usually "really
embarrassed," he said. "They say
things like 'I'm the fool you're
looking for.'even though they may
be the seventh person I've helped
out that day," he said.
There have been days when he
has helped a person get into their
car and then get a call from the

By Michelle Hikel
Staff Writer

An estimated $8 million budget
cut and the elimination of 200 positions at the University of Maine has
forced Interim President John Hitt
to restructure the administration this
summer.
Last year['Maine operated with
five vice-presidents—this year the
University has three.
According to Hitt, the responsibilities of his former position, vicepresident of Academic Affairs, have
been assigned to Gregory Brown,
who is also 11Maine's vice-president
for Research and Public Service.
Brown,who had served as interim vice-president of Academic Affairs before Hitt's appointment in
1986, was "the right choice for the
job," said Hitt.
Hitt indicated Brown was chosen
Security guard Kenneth Sirois opens
up a locked car.(Kiesow to temporarily fill Hill's position by
Scc MAP on page 14
photo.)
members of the Faculty Senate.
He said Brown will serve as
•University additions
UMaine'sinterim vice-president for
Academic Affairs until the presidential search committee has selected a new president. At that time,Hitt
said he and Brown will return to
By Melissa Adams
offer what we offer and have stu- weeks
their former positions.
to complete.
"With the University we're
Staff Writer
dents come here and learn. We look
Thomas Aceto,UMaine'sformer
Language labs,individual tutor- unique becau
se we are part of the vice-president
at what departments are doing with ing,cultu
for Administration,is
ral orientation,study skills University, we
"I love to put myself in a situa- their[inte
run on our own bud- now president
rnational J students and try and special lectu
of
North Adams State
res contribute to get. We don't exist to make
tion where I'm forced to grow a to meet
money, University in Massachusetts.
those needs."
the
stude
nts'
total
educa
tion.
little," said Timothy Maciel, new
we're here to serve our mission."
Created five years ago, the InstiAccording to Hitt, Aceto offiLast year,37 percent ofthe Instidirector of UMaine's Intensive En- tute
One of the first changes Maciel cially
offers ESL education to interna- tute's stude
left UMaine in August.
nts went on to attend the made upon arrival was
glish Institute (IED.
in the curricAceto. who had been one of the
After living and teaching in sevulum.
University's top administrators for
en different countries and 20 years
—The curriculum is very differ- 13
years, had served as vice-presiin English-as-a-second-language
ent from before," he said. "Before
dentofStudent Affairs underformer
(ESL)education and administration,
we didn't have a very integrated
UMaine president Arthur Johnson.
Maciel has decided to settle in Orono
curriculum.
When Dale Lick became presiand grow with the 1E1.
"The faculty and I will be work- dent
of UMaine in 1986, Aceto had
ing this whole year on integrating
"I have a definite vision for the
been serving as both vice-president
institute," he said. `The University
the curriculum so reading, writing
of Student Affairs and Administrawas open to the Institute and the Instilistening and speaking are completion. Later,he chose to head Admintute had everything in place and ready
mentary courses, as well as the levistration, said Hitt.
to go,all it needed was direction.
els being sequenced," he said.
When asked why Aceto left
'This place can be a vital pan of
Along with altering the curricu- 11Mai
ne, Hitt said the North Adams
the College of Arts & Humanities,
Maciel also doubled the lan- presi
dency had attracted Aceto earreally serving all 42 departments in
guage lab hours and added a weekly
lier last year,and was a"great career
seminar on culture for students to
the university," he said.
opportunity."
Maciel received his master's deattend.
According to Hitt, many of Acegree in International Education Ad- Timothy
Maciel and the staff are current- to's
Maciel, the new director of the Inte
former responsibilities have
nsive English ly in the process of writing
ministration from Harvard IIniversi- Institute.
a mission been assigned to Charl
(Boyd photo.)
es Rauch,
ty this summer, as well as other adfor the 1E1 with specific objectives
11Maine'sexecutive directorofBusivanced degrees from the School for tiona]stude
for the future. Highlighted objecnts,professionals and any University of
ness and Finance, whom Hittsays is
Maine.
International Training in Brattlebo- other indiv
tives
, such as diversity and cross- a "ver
idual who wishes to dey talented man."
"This year we hope to increase culturalis
ro, Vermont and Gonzaga Universi- velop or improve
m, are also stressed by the
After assuming his new respontheir English skills. that," Maciel said.
University as well.
ty in Spokane, Washington.
The focus on study is intensive,
sibilities this summer, Rauch now
Maciel said there are hundreds of
"Ninety-eight percent ofthe stu- super
Along with living and teaching with classes meeti
ng five days a ESL institutes at universiti
vises Maine's Business Seres across dent body here is basically white
in Brazil, China, Colombia, Korea, week, four hours
vices, as well as the areas of Pura day. Students the country, but the 1E1
is different. Americans.Thiscampus woul
the Philippines, Switzerland and It- study and work
d ben- chasing, Human Resou
their way up through
rces, and
"Man
y
of
them
are
priva
te profit efit from diversity and we hope
aly, Maciel has worked with "14 or seven levels of
to Facilities Management.
reading, writing,lis- making institutes that
are
based
on contribute to that," he said.
15," different ESL programs.
tening and speaking English, with campuses
Aceto's other responsibilities
but have no other connec"I feel strongly the need to make
"We're unique, we don't just each level gener
ally taking eight tion," he said.
Sec MACIEL on page 14
Sec BUDGET on page 16

New IEl head brings world-wide experience to U
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NewsBriefs
•Middle East

UN peacekeeper, Arab guerrilla
killed in Lebanon gun battle

1

JERUSALEM (AP)— The second
U.N. peacekeeper in two days was
killed
today in south Lebanon,the United
Nations said. An Arab guerrilla also
died
in the
clash.
The firefight came a day after Palestin
ian guerrillas fleeing an Israeli gunb
oat seized 14
U.N. soldiers hostage in south Leba
non, and one guerrilla and one peac
ekeeper were
reported killed in the ensuing gun battl
e.
In today's clash, the United Nations
patrol intercepted an armed Arab
squad near the
village of Yater,four miles north of
the Israeli border, and ordered them
to halt, said Timor
Goksel, spokesman for the U.N. forc
e.
The gunmen opened fire, killing one
Nepalese soldier and slightly woundi
ng a second,
he said. The peacekeepers returned
fire, killing one of the gunmen, Goks
el said.
He said the clash took place inside
the U.N.-patrolled area and that U.N
. troops were
searching the area for the escaped
gunmen.
Israel radio said the guerrilla squa
d was on its way to launch a Katyusha
rocket into
Israel. Goskel said an explosion was
reported, but said it was probably
from a rocketpropelled grenade, not a Katyusha.

•Rescue

• Nepalese soldier killed in Lebanon firefight
• Burglary suspects apprehended for post office

break-in

•Typhoon Kinna lashes Japan with 80 mph wi

nds

•Crime

Group arrested as police probe
western Maine burglary string
ROCKLAND (AP) — A half dozen people have
been arrested as a major
investigation into a series of burglaries at rura
l Maine post offices and town offices
continues, police said.
Three of the six people arrested in Rockland
. Camden and Lincolnville were in custody
said spokesman Stephen McCausland
of the Maine Public Safety Department. Mor
e than
a dozen state troopers, postal inspectors
and local police armed with warrants mad
e the
arrests.
•
The three being held include Brian Cookso
n, 26. of Rockland, Frank Dennison, 35.
of
South Thomaston,and Dennis O'Brian.
26,ofCamden. McCausland said all three men
have
extensive criminal records and have
served time at the Maine State Prison.
O'Brian's 28-year-old wife. Tammy,
and Tammy Wall,24,of Camden,are free on
bail.
All five are charged with burglary and theft
. The sixth person, Dennison's 26-year-old
wife
Kimberly, is charged with hinderin appr
g
ehension. said McCausland. Kimberly
Dennison
was also freed on bail.
The arrests are in connection with
a break-in July 25 at the Eustis post office in
western
Maine. The office safe, which containe
d a small amount ofcash. a money order mach
ine and
blank money orders were taken. said
McCausland.

Buried miner rescued

3

JOHANNESBURG,South Africa(AP
)— Rescuersfound a gold miner alive today after
the man had
been trapped underground for more
than two days.
The body of another missing mine
r also was found,
raising the number of people kill
ed to three. Three more
miners are still missing.
It said the rescued miner had been trap
ped for 60 hours in
a small area sealed offby a rock slide caus
ed by the quake.The
miner was in satisfactory condition
at an area hospital,he said.

•OUI deaths

Fiery crash kills six;
driver legally intoxicated
CEDAR LAKE,Ind.(AP)— A car sla
mmed into
the rear of a van taking four high scho
ol students and
two teachers home from a volleyball
game,killing all
six of them and a passenger in the
car, police said.
The car driver, who was critically
injured, was legally
intoxicated when the fiery crash
occurred on U.S. 41 just
south of Cedar Lake in northwest
Indiana, an official said.
The van was turning offthe highway
onto a side street when
it was struck from behind by the car,
said Lake County Coroner
Daniel D.Thomas.Those riding in
the van were trapped when •Tabloid ne
ws
it rolled on its sliding side door and
erupted into flames.
Ron Rybarczyk, a spokesman for the
Lake County Sheriffs Department,said hospital repo
rts show car driver Michael Flores,27,had a blood-alcohol leve
l of0.19 percent,nearly ,
double the legal limit for motorists
in Indiana.
Rybarczyk said there were no skid
marks at the scene
of the crash and "no indication that
INDIANAPOLIS(AP)— Brodie Spau
the driver attempted to
ldingfeels
slow down before striking the van.
luck
y. Not only did the 13-year-old find
"
a meteorite,
he actually saw it land. And it miss
ed him.
The youth was standing in his
front yard in
•Natural disaster
Noblesville, about 10 miles nort
h of Indianapolis, when the
fist-size meteorite plummeted to
earth about five feet away
form him on Aug. 31.
"I was amazed," Spaulding said
."It just happened all of
a sudden. I heard a real low whis
tlin
g noise and saw a rock
TOKYO(AP) — Typhoon Kinn
a lashed west- laying there.
ern Japan Saturday with winds of mor
e than 80 mph
"I feel pretty lucky,especially beca
use it didn't hit me."
and heavy rains that touched off muds
lides, washed
Purdue University chemistry prof
out bridges and flooded more than 2,70
esso
r Michael Lips0 homes. Authorities chutz, who speciali
zes in meteorite analysis, said Spau
said at least nine people were killed.
lding
is a rare witness to such an event.
Two people were missing and 53 othe
rs were injured, a
"Only about one of these falls on
National Police Agency official said
every million square
. Nearly six inches of kilometers on the
Earth's surface each year, and it's
rain per hour fell in some areas of sout
very
hwestern Japan.
rare to have one fall at someone'
s feet," Lipschutz said.
A police official said six of the deat
hs occurred southHe said it was the 10th meteorit
e found in Indiana, and
western island of Kyushu.
only the third to be witnessed falli
ng.
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•More tabloid news

Lucky teen witnesses a
Players pummel robber
meteorite land at his feet with
bingo boards

Typhoon lashes Japan

5

DES MOINES,Iowa(AP)
— A gunman v, as
pummeled with bingo boar
ds and chairs as irate
players helped an off-duty
detective subdue the
would-be robber at a cro
wded bingo parlor, witnesses
said.
Polk County Sheriffs Dete
ctive Mark Burdock said he
was sitting at the Park
Fair Bingo Parlor's cash registei
when the gunman walked up
to him and said,"Give me the
money or I'll kill you."
Burdock said he grabbed
the gun and wrestled the man
to the floor. A shot was
fired in the scuffle,and then four
men
jumped in and held the
gunman down until deputies arri
ved.
No one was injured.
"They were hitting him on
the head with bingo boards,
anything to keep him dow
n," said Gladys Loeffler
, 61.
Up to 300 people were
playing bingo, and most sought
cover on the floor or unde
r tables when the shot was
fired.
Police said Scott Cupples,
23, was arrested on charges of
robbery and attempted
murder.
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•Foreign Affa
irs

NATO may reduce or
eliminate its nuclear arsenal
By Sally Jacobsen

mates ofthe number ofSoviet shells,although
they say the Kremlin has tended to rely more
on missiles than on artillery.
BRUSSELS,Belgium(AP)—The Unite
d
Cheney and other NATO defense minis
States and its NATO allies appea
r ready to take ters may signal their intentions at
a nuclear
steps soon to reduce dramatical
ly, if not elim- strategy session Oct. 17-18 in
Italy.
inate, their arsenal of battlefield nucle
ar arms.
A final decision could come at the Rome
But they are at odds over wheth
er to summit, called to put finishing touches
on
remove land-based,short-range nucle
ar weap- plans for a new-look NATO after the demis
e of
ons unilaterally or negotiate their reduc
tion in the Warsaw Pact, the once-powerful Easte
rn
talks with the Soviet Union.
alliance.
Manfred Woerner, secretary-general of
A NATO official, demanding anonymity,
the North Atlantic Treaty Organizati
on, said said "there certainly is a building consensus"
in
Thursday he expects a new proposal when
the alliance that tactical nuclear weaponsshould
President Bush and other alliance leaders
be sharply pared, if not withdrawn entirely.
meet at'a November summit in Rome.
"It is important for us that we do get rid of
"I think there is really no doubt that nuclethe main part of these weapons, which do not
ar artillery and land-based Soviet and Amer
- make sense," said an alliance diplomat, who
ican short-range missiles will disappear from
also spoke on condition of anonymity.
Europe," he told a German radio station.
The allies are debating how to do that.
Daysearlier, U.S. Defense Secretary Dick
European nations favor holding formal neCheney said in an interview on Cable News
gotiations with the Kremlin to set out in a treat)
Network that tactical nuclear weapons "no
specific termsforamsreductions,officials said.
longer have much validity in the new EuropeBut they said the Ilnited States was leanan environment."
ing toward a political statement that could be
The West stocked up on the arms, mostly work
ed out quickly.
based in Germany, to counter Moscow's su' Such an agreement, they said, would not
periority in tanks, artillery and other convenrequire an elaborate system for monitoring
tional forces. But the collapse ofcommunism
compliance as would a treaty. The small,
in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe has
highly mobile weapons would be easy to hide
greatly diminished the need for such weapons
and difficult to track by inspectors.
as the aging Lance surface-to-surface missile.
Woerner raised the possibility of a unilat"As that conventional superiority disap- eral
pullout of the weapons.
pears, as all Soviet forces leave Eastern EuBush and other alliance leaders promised
rope,and as the risk[ofa conventional attack]
last year toenter into negotiationson short-range
recedes, then the need for us to have these
nuclear weaponsafter completion ofa landmark
systems recedes also,"said Simon Lunn,deptreaty reducing conventional arms in Europe
uty secretary-general of the North Atlantic
Although the accord was signed last NoAssembly, which groups legislators from the
vember, there has been no move to open
16 NATO nations.
bargaining on the nuclear side.
"Those weapons are bound to be eliminatThe leaders also pledged that once negotiaed,"said Frederic Bozo,research fellow at the
tions began,they would proposeelimination ofall
French Institute of International Relations in
their nticlear-tipped artillery shells from Europe
Paris. "Nuclear weapons that have only that
and demand "reciprocal action" by the Kremlin.
kind of function are no longer necessary."
Last year, the United States canceled plans
The West has a 12-to-1 ad vantage in short- for
a more powerful version ofthe Lance missile
range launchers, according to Western estiand a modernised 155mm artillery shell.
mates. Analysts speculate the Kremlin alWith the reduction in land-based forces,
ready has pulled most, if not all, of its waranalysts expect the allies to place more emheads out of Eastern Europe.
phasis on air-launched nuclear weapons. The
The West has 1,200 to 1,600 nuclear artilUnited States is developing a tactical air-to
lery shells. Analysts say they have no estisurface missile to replace gravity bombs
Associated Press Writer
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IMAGINUS
POSTER SALE

Come to the Union next Monday and
Tuesday from 9am to 5 pm and see over
200 difkrent images from $2to $12.
Newfor this year:
More fine art
*Hobby posters
*Celebrities
*Mini-posters
Andfeaturing:
Old Masters, Impressionism,
Expressionism, Dali, Picasso,
Escher, Sports, Rock 'n Roll, Car
posters, Photoposters and more!
FFA Room
Memorial Union
September 16-17
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•Israelis and Palestinians make a hostage deal
• Iran may release Western hostages

•Hostage negotiations

Israel gets back body, gives back Palestin

ian in hostage deal

By Arieh O'Sullivan

That movement,the Democratic Fron
t for family that their son was definitely dead.
Israel has insisted on information
the Liberation of Palestine, held
about
Assad's re"Mother took it very badly," he said at the the fate of five unaccoun
ted-for servicemen
mains and handed them over on cond
ition family home in the Galilee village of Beit Jann. before letti
TEL AVIV, Israel (Al') — An
ng go its Arab prisoners, whose
Israeli Israel allow Hilal home.
Israel made him sign
plane brought home an exiled Pale
Assad,22, was kidnapped near the south- releasei
stinian and a promise "notto brea
the
sd:
s
by groups believed
k the law,"the anny said. ern Lebanese
to
the body of a missing Israeli soldier
port of Sidon. The Democratic hold
Westmtearnb
Friday,
erne
e
rs.ded
rs.
Whil
e
a
sole
mn
military ceremony was Front said he
representing another piece of the
was later killed in an Israeli
elaborate held for Assad on the
In Beirut, the pro-Iranian Islamic Jihad
tarmac,Hilal was driven bombing raid
, hemosaic of negotiations intended to
,but Israel has said it disbelieves
free the in a Red Cross van to
to hold American Terry Anderson.
his village of Abu Dis, the Front's vers
prais
ed
Western hostages in Lebanon.
ion of how Assad died.
Wednesday's release as a "positive step
on the outskirts of Jerusalem.
"
where he reIt was the second public step in a man
The
plan
e carrying his remains arrived from
However, the group called it "an
y- ceived an ecstatic welcome.
incomlayered deal between Israel and its Arab
Vienna, where the deal was negotiated through plet
foes in
e one unless it culminates in freeing all
His father fell about his shoulder
our
Lebanon that involves a phased rele
s,
hugthe
inter
natio
nal Committee of the Red Cross. imprisoned brethren in
ase of 3/5 ging him and weep
the world, especially
ing. His mother cried:"My
Arab prisoners under Israeli control,
Also
Thur
sday, U.N. Secretary-General in Europe and the jails of
missing son, you came back!"
the Zionist enemy."
Israeli servicemen and the Western
Javier Perez de Cuellar, in Tehran for talks
hostages.
The statement apparently referred to
"I feel like a newborn child.. hut
brothI also with Iranian officials, said a reso
The first step came Wednesday
lution of the ers Mohammed Ali Harnadi and Abba
, when feel I'm a strong man
s llama.
returning to my home- hostage issu
Israel released 51 detainees and hand
was
e
gath
ering momentum.
ed over land,"said Hilal,36,wear
di, jailed in Germany since 1987.
ing a black suit and
the bodies of nine Lebanese guer
rillas after gray tie. "I hope that
other deported Palestinreceiving proof that another of
its missing, ians will return. It
is
my dream since the •More
Kaharnim Alsheikh. was dead.
negotiations
moment I left the country."
Groups in Lebanon believed to hold
WestThe army, anxious the rejoicing
ern hostages on Thursday praised
might
the release, turn into an anti-Isra
eli demonstration, had
but one renewed a demand that coul
d be a troops make the vill
agers remove banners
stumbling block: that comradesjail
ed in Eu- welcoming filial as
a "Hero of Palestine"
rope also be freed.
By Hanns Neuerbourg
There was no violence.
accurate in a prediction that a Brit
An unmarked Israeli Boeing 707land
ish and
Associated Press Writer
ed at
It is rare for Israel to allow home
American hostage would be freed.
any ofthe
an air force base near Tel Aviv. It brou
With
in a
ght the more than 1,300 Palestin
week of an editorial in the newspape
ians it has deported
remains of Sgt.Samir Assad, missing
r,
BritTehr
an,
Iran
in Leb- from the Arab territorie
(AP) — A newspaper that on John
McCarthy and American Edward
s it captured in the
anon since 1983,and All Abu Hila
generally reflects the views of Iran's
l,deported 1%7 war. Usually
presi- Austin Tracy were released.
the deported Arabs are
by Israel from his West Bank hom
dent said today that one or two West
e in 1986 accused of anti-Israeli
ern
The newspaper often reflects the view
activities.
because of his activities in a Syri
s of
hostages in Lebanon could be freed
an-backed
Assa
d's
soon
brot
.
her,
Iranian President Hasherni Rafsanja
Yussuf, said the family
guerrilla movement.
ni.
who
is
Toda
y's
edito
rial appeared a day after a eager to
was devastated when the army info
improve ties with the West Iran has
rmed the
visit by U.N. Secretary-General Javi
er Perez helped secure the rele
ase of hostages from
de Cuellar, who has been seeking to
arra
nge a captivity in Lebanon in the
All nembers ofour campus comm
past few years.
swap of Israeli and Arab prisoners as
part ofa
The
edit
oria
are invited to attend an open forum unity
l
said
:
"Wh
ile we expect
broad deal involving the Western
and discuss
hostages.
the release of one or two more West
ern
Perez de Cuellar hopes that"we are
about hostages soon, we expect
too that Israel and
to make progress" in solving
the hostage its allies will also
find ways to release
problem his spokesman, Francois
Guiliani, around 400 hostages
who continue to be
said today from liddah,Saudi Arab
ia,where held by them."
the U.N.chief went for talks with
King Fahd
It said that Israel's freeing of
on issues unrelated to the host
51 Arah
age situation. prisoners on
Wednesday was "too little too
Guiliani added that the situation
is "ex- late." However,
it added the gesture was a
tremely delicate" but added:"Th
e secretary- hopeful sign
that "should receive a favorgeneral has redoubled his effo
rts to reach a able resp
onse."
solution."
The
Israe
lis' proxy militia in Lebanon
The prediction of a hostage rele
September 16, 3:15 pm Sep
ase soon freed the 51 pris
tember 19, 3:15 pm
oners on Wednesday, and
came in an editorial in the Engl
ish-language sent back
Damn Yankee
the remains of nine Lebanese guerFord Room
Tehran Times,which added that
Israel should rillas, after
Memorial Union
Israel received evidence that one
release more Arab prisoners.
Memorial Union
The newspaper of its sold
iers missing in Lebanon had died.
did not give a time frame for
any release nor
Before the release Israel and its
cite a source for its prediction.
allied
south Lebanon Army militia
On Friday, a leader of the
held
300400
prolfranian Lebanese
prisoners.
Lebanese group believed to
be
the
• Creation ofa new and exciting
umbrella
Israel has demanded informat
rood mall in conjunction with the
for the holders of most of
ion on the
the 11 Westerners fate
Damn Yankee in the Memorial
of missing soldiers in Lebano befo
Union building.
said a British or American
n
re it
hostage could be will
release Arabs whose freedom as
• Conversion ofthe existing bowl
released within a week.
been
ing alley, billiards room, and
arcade
demanded by Lebanese kidn
into a new space designed for
Last month, the Tehran
ap groups as a
a CfT computer cluster, expand
Times proved price for
ed
Mai
ne
Bound Services, a new game/vend
giving up their foreign hostages
ing area, and the University of
Maine
Credit Union.
Associated Press Writer

Hostages may be freed

Remodeling Plans
for the
Memorial Union
TOPICS

FACILITATORS
Jon Lewis
Director,Residential Life Dining
Services and Co-chairperson of
the Ad Hoc Memorial Union
Committee

Dwight Rideout
Assistant Vice-President and Dea
n
ofStudent Services;
Co-chairperson ofthe Ad Hoc
Memorial Union Committee

Stop by and
share your ideas with us.

Bring in this ad and
get...

2tapestries
for

$25!

(regularly $16 each)

at our

"Bring a Friend Sale
24 Main Street

Orono, Maine
.4 tZootke Visa &
Mastercard welcome
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•Problems in
the Philippines

Philippine debate over bases in midst ofother fights
By Robert H. Reid

Associated Press Writer
MANILA, Philippines (AP)- Debat
e
over the U.S. military
presence in the Philip'pines is taking place
amid furious political
activity,including overtures to milita
ry dissidents and a peace offer by commu
nist rebels.
The political scene is nearly as
fluid as it
was in the tumultuous month
s following the
1986"people power revolution," which
toppled Ferdinand Marcos and propel
led Corazon Aquino to the presidency.
Old political alliances are fraying as politiciansjockey for position ahead of elections
next May for a new Congress and Mrs. Aquino's successor.
Inflation is running about 20 percent and
unemployment has soared to 17 percent its
highest level since World War II. The economy,still reeling from damage to a fertile farming region by eruptions of Mount Pinatu
bo in

June,110W laces the possible loss of ll.S. compensation for use of Subic Bay naval base.
The days of the U.S. military presence
appear numbered. The lease on Subic and
Clark Air Base expires Monday, and the
Senate is poised to reject any extension.
Washington agreed to abandon volcanodamaged Clark next year, but wanted to keep
Subic for 10 more years in exchange for $203
million a year.
Now Mrs. Aquino is scrambling to prevent
or delay a U.S. departure as well as any loss of
aid-creating the spectacle of a head of state
waging a political battle with elected representatives to keep foreign troops on their soil.
Against that backdrop,behind-the-scenes
activities are under way to settle conflicts that
have plagued Aquino for her more than five
years in office.
The military's chief of staff, Gen. Lisandro Abakia, has furloughed more than 65
officers arrested in a December 1989 coup

attempt,one ofseven against Mrs. Aquino,in
a bid to heal rifts in the armed forces.
In addition, it is now widely believed that
thecountry's next government will offer some
sort of amnesty to leftist and rightist extremists in the interest of national reconciliation.
The Communist-dominated National Democratic Front declared a unilateral cease-fire
effective Thursday as the Senate appeared ready
to reject an extension on the U.S. base lease.
The rebels called on the government to
open peace talks, which would he the first at
the national level since negotiations collapsed
in January 1987.
But many details of the rebel strategy
remain uncertain, including how the guerrillas would react to any agreement which allowed the Americans to stay beyond Monday's lease expiration.
Taking a hard-line position could isolate
the rebels politically. A majority of the 60
million Filipinos are believed to support the

I. I.S. presence,and take a tough stand agains
ta
phased but definite withdrawal schedule could
make the insurgents appear unreasonable.
That,in turn,could endanger the political
position of sympathetic, left-leaning candidates in the May elections.
The National Democratic Front's 14 affiliated organizations, including the Communist Party of the Philippines, are illegal and,
therefore, cannot campaign openly.
But Front members have infiltrated numerous legal organizations which could support candidates. The Communists and their
allies boycotted the February 1986 election
between Marcos and Mrs. Aquino, but party
leaders concluded the move was a mistake
and resulted in loss of political influence.
Left-wing candidates fared poorly in
congressional elections in May 1987, in
part because of a "red hysteria" which
swept the country in the wake of the failed
peace talks.

•Attack on art

Man attacks Michelangelo's statue ofDavid with

FLORENCE,Italy(AP)-A man with a
A police official, who spoke on condition
hammer attacked Michelangelo's famed statof anonymity, identified the man as Piero
ue of David, causing some damage to the
Cannata,47, and said he was mentally ill. tie
masterpiece before he was subdued by star- was
charged by deputy prosecutor Emma Cotled museum patrons, police said.
sentino with damage to the cultural patrimony.
Officials at the Academia Museum, where
Police said he'd hid the hammer under his
the 487-year-old statue is housed,said the man jacket
.
broke the second toe ofIYavid's left foot. MuseThe attack marked the second time a Michum officials said the damage could he repaired. elange
lo masterpiece in Italy has been attacked

by a man with a hammer. In 1972,Hungarianborn geologist Lazio Toth attacked Michelangelo's Pieta at the Vatican, breaking offthe left
arm and disfiguring the face of the madonna.
The Pieta is now kept behind a wall of
protective glass inside St. Peter's Basilica.
"It is not possible to put every work of art in
Italy under btilletproofglass,"Francesco Sisinni,
the director general ofItaly's Ministry ofCulture,

hammer

said after he was told of the attack on David.
"One cannot express the deep sorrow felt
because of the disfigurement of the most
celebrated statue in the world," said Sisinni.
'The material damage is repairable since
we have found all the fragments, but the
emotional distress remains. He damaged the
most famous statue in the world," said Antonio Paolucci, the director of the museum.

Standard Delivery Menu
PAT'S PIZZA
Campus Delivery Menu Only
866-2111 or 866-2112
9"
Plain
Onion
Pepperoni
Mushroom
Salami
Anchovy
Bacon
Canadian Bacon
Hamburg
Hot Dog
Black Olive

3,00
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

14"

9tI

14"

6.25 Taco
5.00 10.25
7.25 Meatball
3.50
7.25
7.25 Ham
3.50
7.25
7.25 -Combination
4.00
8.25
7.25 Dbl. Cheese
3.50
7.25
7.25 Green Pepper
3.50
7.25
7.25 Hot Sausage
3.50
7.25
7.25 Kielbasa Sausage. 3.50
7.25
7.25 Hawaiian
4.00
8.25
7.25 Loaded
6.25 13.25
7.25 If you like thick crust, try our
Double Dough add .,.50
1.00
Extra Items
.50
1.00

Sub
2.70
2.95
3.05
3.45
3.45

Hot Sausage & Cheese
Hot Meatball & Cheese
Steak & Cheese
Tuna Salad
B.L.T.
Chicken Salad

TAX AND DELIVERY INCLUDED
Prices and Menu Subject to Change Without Notice

$7.00 service charge on all returned checks

Compare our prices and save
(Deliveries Fri-Sat-Sun during supper rush
may take a little longer than usual.)

Now serving 14" pizzas!
Salami Italian
Ham Italian
Ham & American Cheese
Ham & Provolone
Roast Beef

University of Maine
CAMPUS DELIVERY MENU

3.70
3.70
3.95
3.45
3.35
3.50

Calzones
Meat Calzone $4.20 Veggie Calzone $4.20
Combo Calzone $4.90
Spaghetti
Single serving Bucket with 2 Meatballs $3.50
Triple serving Bucket with 2 Meatballs $8.00 save
Salads
Tossed Salad $2.60 Greek Salad $3.85 Chef Sala
d $3.10
Dressings: House Italian-French-Creamy Garlic
Blue Cheese- $.20 extra
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•College crime

Gainesville still recovering from murders one

year later

GAINESVILLE, Fla.(CPS) — The
34th year students flocked to stor
es to buy locks, students were found strangle
Street graffiti wall is an ever-cha
d to death in their murders did not start a national
nging kaleido- guns and mace.
movement for
Fear was so widespread that off-cam
scope of colors and words—per
pus apartment in June. A carpet cleaner campus safety and crime prev
manence is thousands of students
enti
on, the killwent home for a week. has been char
unheard of. At least, it was.
ged in wrinection with their deaths. ings have focused more attention
Some didn't return.
on
the issue.
Two weeks after a killer murdered
"It's a complete...13(X)M! feeling," said Ir.
The rape and murder of Lehigh I
five
Many Still suffer anxiety caused
lnivemity
college students, an anonymous artis
by
the
Sadi
e Darnell.Gainesville police spokeswoman. sophomore Jeanne Ann
t painted murders.
Clery, 19,in hex dorm
the victims' names on a section of
'There are noguarantees that we're not going room in 1986 sparked
the wall—
the formation of an
JoA
nne
Kaul
is
a
seni
or
who lived with her to have more student vict
white letters on black.
ims,but we can make a organization in Philadelphia that
boyfriend in an apartment near wher
fought for
A red heart wasdrawn
e the first concerted effort Their will be some peop
le who increased campus safety nationwide.
two bodies were found last year.
underneath."Welove
will say,'That happened in Gaimsville, Florida.
"Over the past dune or four yearsthere's
"Atfirst we got really scared. Wefrea
been
you" and "We miss
ked," It won't happen here.' That's ignorant,"she said.
increasing pressure from patents and
she said.
legislatures
you,"spray-painted in
"All you can do is try to learn from it"
to make people aware that aillittS do
Now,Kaul said she has three lock
iiccur on
yellow,have been the
s on her
college campuses," said David Stormer.
apartment's front door and three
only additions to the
locks on her
former'
What One School Did
presidentofthe International Association
bedroom door. She adds,"I will neve
ofCammemorial since then.
r live in
Thin
Sma
k
rt
is
a result of what the commu- pus Law Enforcement Admi
a bottom floor apartment."
nistrators
The tribute to Sonja Larson, 18;
nity has learned. The campaign, designed by
Christina
"There were other movements
Kell
y
Burlingame, a junior transfer stuPowell,17;Christa Hoyt,18;Tiacey
prior to
the Gainesville police, Alachua County Sher- ((jaines
InezPaultN, dent, is moving into
ville). but !those murders] defin
the Williamsburg apart- iff's Offi
23; and Manuel Taboada, 23, rema
itely
ce
and
Univ
ersi
ty police crime pre- have had an impact," he said.
ins today. ments where Powell
and Larson were killed.
Four were University of Florida
vent
ion
offi
ces
alon
g
with
the city's Apartment
students. One
"I'm starting to be more cautious
attended Santa Fe Community Coll
now."
ege.
said Burlingame, who will live with
Schools Nationwide(;et the
her sister
On Aug.26,1990,policein Gainesvi
lkfound and her sister's boyf
the assistant vice presidentofsaferiend. "I'm just going to
the Fast body in a siring ofmutilation
murders that try to make sure
envi
ty
and
ronm
ental services at Pennsylvania
that my doors are always
stunned the nation. the University of
Florida and locked and that I'm
Stat
Ilni
vers
e
ity,
said his university has tried to
not alone."
the Gainesville conununity remember
ed the vicincr
Peop
ease
le
the
livi
visib
ng
ility
in the off-campus apartment
of services such as escort
tims and are promoting increased
campus safety complexes where
services, more emergency telephones
students were murdered aren't
at home and across the nation.
and tranthe only ones taking greater security
sit availability to help ensure safety.
"Most police experts tell us the
measures.
biggest
"Last year we were really scared,"
Penn State also has increased control
problem is getting students to take
said Jon
over
the ptecau- Basrash,a member of
acce
ss into residence halls.
Pi Lambda Phi fraternity.
tions that most of us practice rout
inely," said "We had 10people
At the University of Evansville in Evan
staying in ourapartmentand
Dr.John V.Lombardi,presidentof
sthe Univer- one of the guys
ville
, Ind., crime on campus has drop
park
ed
his Harley Davidson
sity of Florida.
ped by
lmotorryclejin front ofour apartmen
halfsince 1988 becauseofstepped
tdoor.We
To help remind students, Lombar
-up security.
di sent a thought people migh
Richard Nicholas, dean of students
t
thin
k a biker lived there or
letter to the 34,000 who attend the
, said
university. It something and woul
the school'sfocus is prevention.Evan
d leave us alone."
tells them of additional security
svil
le
has
measures on
Tensions eased after the arrests
a 24-hour security switchboard in
campus and asks them to call hom
of
two
plac
e,
secu
e often. The suspects in the slay
rity phones in every building and foot
ings.
parents aren't the only ones worr
patrols
ying. Last
Then, two female University of
by officers and students to protect
Florida Complex Managers'
its student
Association, promotes population
of 3,000. Dormitory residential arsafety and offers security tips.
eas are locked at all times, he said
.
Prior to the killings, the universi
ty had
Many would say that crime rates
installed "blue-light" phones that
You're invited to attend
at small
are accessi- schools are lower
than their larger counterparts
ble across campus for emergency
purposes.
like Penn State.
Awareness from the murders has
resulted
While that might be true, the assu
in apartment complex owners
mption
adding better that smaller is
always safer
locks to doors and increasing
accu
rate,
lighting and according to one
expert.
security with beefed-up,on-site
police patrols.
"Campuses are very different in their
The university has installed
situbetter lighting, ations," said Han
k Toutain,dean ofstudents at
especially in older areas of campus
,
and
Families and friends of the universi
signs Gustavus-Adolphus
(•olkge in St.Peter.Minn.
ty can choose from a wide variety
are posted near wooded area
s "Do not use "Some are
of programs including:
in urban areas, some are in rural
path after dark."
areas and some are in places wher
Other schools have followed
e a lot of
• Organizational Fair on the Mall
the Gainesville
lead
.
Sec
Alth
• President's Welcome and
ough experts say last August's
GAINESVILLE on page 15
UMaine Football game with
UMass
• Maine Center for the Arts
performance of Junge Deutsche
Philharmonic with Yo-Yo Ma
• Open Houses around campus
•The Hudson Museum's
Southwestern Celebration
• Antiques, Collectibles, and Craf
t
Market in the Field House
• Taava Miina Exhibition at the
Museum of Art
• Special opening dedication of
the
Doris Twitchell Allen Village
• UMainc Varsity Baseball and
Men's And Women's Soccer
Games
• Imagination Through Hypnosis
in Hauck Auditorium
Lobster Feast sponsored by the
Men's Varsity Swim Team
• Free Movie featuring Dances
with Woke.

Message

Stomier,

"The families are
grateful that this
community is not
forgetting their
children."
Lt. Sadie Darnell,
police spokeswoman

THE TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL
FAMILY & FRIENDS WEEK
END
SEPTEMBER 20, 21, 22

is not

PROMENADE

S

JEWELRY
CLOTHING
CANDIES
PASTRIES
IMPORT ITEMS
ART PRINTS
LEATHER PACKS&BAGS
RECORDS,TAPES, CD's

SALE

A..

Min to be a part ofa special 1
1hrine Tradition
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about the programs, contact

For spetatiL details
Student Activities & Organization
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al Union 581-1793
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ColiegeBriefs
Three college
papers honored for
investigative pieces

•Education

Revised SAT tests may have less bias

By Amy Reynolds

average for all groups taken together-8%
order reading skills, Cameron said. He calls
(CPS)— Admissions counselors across —has dropped seven
points.
it critical reading.
the country are waiting to see whether the
•Men still score higher than women(923
In the math section, the primary change
revised Scholastic Achievement Test will average vs. 861 avera
ge), especially in the will involve the
addition of a section where
reflect student's abilities, especially those mathematics secti
on of the test.
students generate their own answers to probNEW YORK, N.Y. (CPS)
of
minor
ities, more accurately.
•Students who took more academic class— The
lems rather than picking an answer
Associated Press Managing Edito
The College Board,which administers the es during their educationa
from
rs' asl careers scored the traditional multi
ple
sociation announced 20 finali
choic
e
forma
SAT,
t.
will
publish the new version in 1991.
about 50 points higher than the national
sts in its
While College Board officials are work21st annual Public Servi
"We're eagerly awaiting it," said Joyce average in both the verba
ce Awardscoml and the math ing on the changes,they
petition. Three uncovered wron
stand by their claim
Smith, associate executive director of the sections.
gdoing
that the SAT,the primary test used in 22
at colleges and universiti
Natio
East
nal
Assoc
iation of College Admission
es.
"Those who took physics, for example,
and West Coast states for college entrance,
The Greenville News (S.C.),
Couns
elors
."Most of us want to know how had average verbal scores of 464
The
and aver- is an accurate reflection of
News-Leader in Springfield, Mo.,
a student's acathe changes will aFect the results."
age math scores of538,considerably above
and
demic ability.
the Post-Standard in Syracuse,
SAT
resul
ts
htave been the talk of aca- the national averages for each," said
N.Y.,are
Robert
The American College Testing Program,
competing with seven others for the
demia this week after the release ofthe 1991 Cameron, the board
's senior research asso- another college
admissions test known as
award in the over-50,000-circulatio
national average scores which dropped two ciate. "Those who
n
took calculus had the ACT, is used
predo
minantly in 28 states.
category.
points each to 422 in the verbal section and highest math avera
ge, 599, and the highest ACT officials
will release their 1991 averThe Greenville News earned a spot
474 in the math section.
verbal average, 502."
age scores on Sept. 17.
forforcing the University ofSouth CaroIn his release of that information, ColCameron says the College Board is con"The bottom line is that the College
lina Foundation to make its financial
lege Board president Donald Stewart said cerned about an
apparent paradox—"We Board has always
said their test scores are
records public. That led to the discovery
the scores reflected "a disturbing pattern of are seeing more years
of study in academics extremely accurate,
but what we find is
of information that convicted former
educational disparity."
and in college prep courses and still the
that
admi
ssio
ns
offic
es look at academic
university president James Holderman
That disparity mostly involves African- average scores are going
down."
recor
ds
first,
"
Smit
h
said.
"Some kids test
for misuse of university funds.
American and Hispanic minorities, who still
Much of the drop comes from the higher
well
and
some
panic
and
blow
it."
fall short of scores achieved by whites and percent of minorities
The Springfield News Leader is comtaking the test--this year
peting for its discovery of misconduct at
Asian-Americans.Still, African-Americans 28 percent of test-take
rs were minorities. Of
Missouri Valley College. The article reand Mexican-Americans are the leading that 28 percent,8 percent
reported that English
vealed that the school was recruiting ungroups for steady increases in their scores. was their second langu
age and another 8 perqualified students and signing them up for
"Every time you see a standardized test cent reported they were biling
ual.
financial aid.
result from a black student,the average score
"As more of our society is being includwill be lower than the majority's score," said ed in the test, the more
The Syracuse Post-Standard doculikely you are to see
Walter Jacobs, director of academic support scores decline," Came
mented the Syracuse University basketron said
ball team's violation of National Colleservices for the College Board, at a recen
That greater inclusion and the SATs
t
educational conference in Orlando,Fl."Som
giate Athletic Association rules.
inabil
ity to reflect different cultures in its
e
people say this is just another example that test question conte
nt has helped spark the
the black man can't cut it...On the other exam's rewrite.
hand, we see that blacks are the one group
"There's always been some suspicion
constantly progressing toward better scores." about the way the test
questions are writEducators hope the new test will help ten," Smith said. "The Colle
ge Board now
close some of the gap. The 1991 test averag- has established a revie
w board for minority
es showed the following:
education that looks at items for bias against
Meet celebrities! Become one
• Since 1976, African-Americans and women and ethnic groups."
yourself! Verbatim, the arts
WASHINGTON(CPS)—The numMexican-Americans have shown an overall
That board has existed for many years and
ber of top women administrators in colmagazine of the Maine
point increase of50 to 23 points respective- the content ofquestions has
slowly changed to
leges has increased dramatically in rely. But, their overall average score still falls reflect more cultural divers
Campus, needs writers to
ity,Cameron said.
cent years, according to data collected
about 200to 130 points shy.respectively,of
The new test will not only show more
cover music, dance, art and
by the Office of Women in Higher Eduscores achieved by whites and Asians.Their changes in content, hut also
changes in form
theater events at UMaine.
cation of the American Council on Edutotal average scores are 930 and 940 respecIn its first format change since 1975, the
cation.
tively.
If
interested, contact Frank
test will abandon its antonym, or opposite
Women now make up 11 percent of
•Scores achieved by whites overall have word, questions for beefed-up
reading secSpurr at 581-1270.
all presidents of 3,000 accredited collegdropped 14 points since 1976. The overall tions that will put more emphasis
on higheres and universities in the United States.
The data indicates that 328 women were
serving as chief executive officers in
December 1989, up from 296 in 1987
and 118 in 1975.
Though women have gained power,a
1991 publication of the Association of
American colleges reflects that the median salary for female administrators averages 41 percent less than the same for
male administrators.
Our classified section is certainly a bargain tor students
(Check out this issue's classified section and see
for
and staff with a brief. identifiable message and a
yourself.)
sneakerstring budget, but therein lies the rub!
And to make sure we shortchange ourselves even
more,
This good deal for y... isn't exactly a good deal for
there
's one last special price you should know about.
us.
If
You see, we really want to raise the rates on our
your message requires three lines, and you run it
in
classifieds, so that people won't shy awy from our
three, consecutive editions, your total bill will ring
up to a
bigger, costlier, full-blown alternative (thi.4).
whopping 3 bucks!
But we're stuck with a buck per line.
So now do You see why there are two ways to look
at
That's the going rate for our classifieds. 1.)o you
our classified section.? While it must look good from
realize how much can be squeezed into one line2
where you sit, it looks mighty evil from our angle
.

Women in higher
education have high
status, low pay

'I'

Don't be tempted by
our classifieds.4/ArrN

get one
free
(with ID.)

September 1 1991 through May 1, 1992

Stillwater Ave , Bangor and Wilson St , Brewer

The Maine Campus Classifieds
They're so good, they're evil.

•

Call 581-1273 for more details.
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• Astronauts set satellite on its way
•Thomas will probably join Supreme Court

•Space

Discovery astronauts release environm

By Marcia Dunn
AP Aerospace writer

CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP
)— Discovery's astronauts released the
largest environmental research satellite ever
carried into
space early Sunday,and the obse
rvatory drifted off on a mission to study eart
h's imperiled
ozone layer.
Mark Brown, working flight dec
k controls, freed the copper-colored satel
lite from
the end ofthe shuttle's robot arm
shortly after
midnight EDT. The release, whi
ch occurred
later than planned, capped seve
n hours of
intensive work by the astronauts
and ground
controllers.

"It's on its way!" Brown shouted
as Discovery was maneuvered away fro
m the satellite.
"Our Mission to Planet Earth," Miss
ion
Control's Jan Davis replied,
referring to
NASA's global observation prog
ram. The
satellite is the first in a series of
spacecraft
planned for that program.
NASA delayed the satellite's rele
ase late
Saturday because of a communica
tions problem. Controllers at Goddard Spa
ce flight
Center in Greenbelt, Md., couldn't
acquire a
signal between the observatory's mai
n antenna and a communications satellite
through
which data is transmitted to Earth.
The signal was acquired after abo
u

•Supreme Court

ental satellite Democrats say

hour. The problem apparently was caused by
the direction in which the antenna was pointing, and engineer concluded the satellite was
"just fine," Davis said.
Until the communications trouble, Discovery's five astronauts and ground controllers had breezed through the procedures leading to the satellite release, originally set for
just before midnight EDT. Many of the steps,
in fact, were accomplished ahead ofschedule
.
Brown grappled the 14,500-pound observatory in the cargo bay early Saturday even
ing.
He hoisted the observatory high above Discovery on the end of the 50-foot mechanic
al
boom: the satellite's solar panel, then mai
n
antenna were deployed.

Oh, The Places You'll Go!
Study Away Information Fair
STUDY ABROAD
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCH
AN

GE

Thursday, September 19
Damn Yankee Room,
Memorial Union
3:30 to 6:30 p.m.

•OOOOO •99
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es 6.

• Widen your educational
horizons
• Earn academic credits tow
ard graduation
• Develop sensitivity to peo
ple of other regions
and cultures
• Travel and explore

•.
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• English-language opport
unities throughout
the world and throughout the
USA
• Language immersion pro
grams for
proficiency in another langua
ge

• Meet students who have
returned from
international or national pro
grams
• Meet visiting internationa
l exchange
students studying here
• Meet with faculty study abr
oad advisors
Special programs in Sutton
Lounge:
3:30 How to study abroad
Financing study abroad
The life-long impact of stu
dy abroad
Career development from
study abroad
National Student Exchange
Student Teaching in Englan
d
Study Abroad in England

4:00
4:30
5:00
Other programs to be schedu
led

Displays open in the Damn Ya
nkee Room at 4:00 p.m.
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Thomas heading
for confirmation

WASHINGTON, D.C.(AP)
— Senate
Democratsconcede that Supreme Cour
t nominee Clarence Thomas is heading towa
rd confirmation despite lingering question
s about
his views, candor and qualifications.
Sen. Paul Simon,1)-111., a liberal
member
of the Senate Judiciary Committee who
has
been critical of Thomas, predicted
that the
panel would vote to recommend the
nominee's confirmation by the full Senate.
"I guess it will go in his favor,"Simon
said
Friday as the panel wound down ques
tioning
of Thomas. Simon said Thomas still
left him
with questions about how he thought
about a
number of issues.
With the end of Thomas' test
imon in
sight, a smiling Sen. Strom Thur
niond, RS.C. said: "We're very pleased the
way the
hearings went."
Thomas,nominated to be the seco
nd black
Supreme(7ourtjustim,has endured
four days
ofoften harsh questioning about his
extensive
record as a conservative spokes
man in the
Reagan administration.
Democrats have accused him of
giving
evasive answers to avoid controve
rsy about the
views he expressed when he chai
red the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commis
sion.
During a discussion Friday abou
t religious freedom cases,Sen.Joseph
R.Biden Jr.,
1)-Del.,the panel's chairman,expr
essed frustration at what he termed Thomas
' unwilling
'less to give categorical answ
ers.
Biden noted that Justice David
H. Souter
set a new standard for unrespon
siveness to the
panel's questions at his confirmation
hearings.
The committee is expected to
complete its
examination of Thomas on Mon
day. It will
then begin hearing testimon
y from representative of various interest grou
ps, including civil
rights organizations who opp
ose the nomination.
On Friday,Thomas generall
y faced mild
er questions from Democrats
,who have failed
to pin him down on such topi
cs as abortion.
Thomas was asked about a
newspaper
article saying he is embarras
sed about having
been a campus protester
after transferring to
Holy Cross.
"I would rather have thos
e days of participating in the political proc
ess than saying I
spent all my college day
s drinking beer and
having a good time," Tho
mas told Heflin.
Thomas appeared to draw a
blank when he
was asked by Sen. Patr
ick Leahy, D-Vt.,.to
name a "handful of the mos
t important cases"
decided by the Supreme
Court since he entered Yale Law School
in 1971.
'To give you a running
list, I would have to
go back and give itsom
e thought,"Thomas said
After a long pause.Tho
mas mentioned t
- 1973 decision in Roe
v. Wade that upheld
4-abortion and a 1971
job discrimination case_
Leahy told reporters he
was surprised that
Thomascould namesofew
significant decisions.
Leahy'squestions refl
ected what Sen.Herb
Kohl, 1)-Wis. said was
a concern from some
members that Thomas
lacked "extensive and
profound judicial
experience."
'There is concern amo
ng some members
...about the extent and
depth of his legal
background," Kohl said.

•
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•Crime

Convicted drug kingpin may t
MIAMI, Fl. (AP) - Convicted
drug
kingpin Carlos Lehder may take
the witness
stand against Manuel Norieg
a, said prosecutors preparing for Monda
y's opening of
Noriega's drug and racketeering trial.
Jury selection concluded Friday
after six
days in which government and
defense attorneys grilled a pool of 180
candidates
ut their attitudes toward the
deposed
amanian leader.
Noriega is charged with turning his nation into a way station for U.S.-bound cocaine. Prosecutors say he accepted at least
$10 million in bribes from Colombia's
Medellin drug cartel.
U.S. attorney's office spokeswoman
Diane Cossin said Noriega's defense was

t

noufied that Lehder-who managed the
Medellin cartel's U.S.operations-may testify in the trial.
Lehder, now in the maximum-security
federal prison at Marion, Ill., is reportedly
seeking a reduction in his life-plus-135 years
sentence for drug trafficking.
Noriega faces a maximum 140 years in
prison ifconvicted on the 10counts brought
against him in February 1988.
U.S.District Judge William Hoeveler told
lead prosecutor Michael Sullivan on Friday
to prepare his opening statement for Monday
morning. Hoeveler told jurors they could
expect to hear testimony later that day.
Defense attorneys have decided to reserve their opening statement until after the

•Courts

in Noriega trial

prosecution rests its case.
Noriega's lead attorney, Frank Rubino,
said Lehder has no known direct connection
to Noriega, but the government may use
Lehder to testify that Medellin cartel figures
talked about link to the Panamanian leader.
Jurors, meanwhile, were told to avoid
publicity about the case for the duration of
the three-to-six month trial.
"You are on a special project, one on
which you must consider only the evidence,"
the judge warned them.
The jurors selected after a final round of
challenges appeared to be the least outspoken during days of questioning.
Eight of the mostly middle-aged jurors
are black, including two men. Two are His-

panic women,and two,a man and a woman,
are non-Hispanic whites. About 40 percent
of the Dade County jury pool was Hispanic,
and 25 percent was black.
The judge excused 20 of the jury candidates for personal reasons or prejudiceincluding a woman who stood up on court
and called Noriega a human rights violator.
Among the jurors selected is Carmen
Rivera. who said her cousin is an official in
the Costa Rican equivalent of the CIA.
Otherjurors included a woman who owns
a silk flower business, an outpatient at a
veterans hospital, a first-grade teacher, a
recently laid off nuclear plant firefighter, a
postal worker and a business student taking
a semester off.

•More crime

Insurance companies must Murderers may have taped
pay for cleanup, court rules conversations about killing man
WASHINGTON,D.C.(AP)- Attorneys
for companiesthatcreated environmental hazards applaud a federal appeals court decision
that insurance companies must pay for cleaning up the sites.
The decision could mean insurers would
have to pay hundreds of millions ofdollars for
cleanups nationwide, the attorneys said.
But a lawyer for the insurers said Friday's
decision by the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia was "only one
very small piece of the puzzle." He said it was
too early to estimate its impact.
The ruling conformed to rulings in similar
cases by the top courts of several states, but it
upended a 1988 decision by the 8th Circuit
Court of Appeals in St. Louis.
The case involved the Time Beach,
Mo., dioxin disaster of the early 1980s, in
which the entire town near St. Louis was
bought by the federal government and evacuated.
This year, the federal health official who
made the evacuation decision said it appeared
the government had over-reacted and overestimated the hazards of dioxin.
The dioxins were created as a byproductof
a manufacturing process at Northeastern Pharmaceutical and Chemical Co., known as NEPACCO,which hired Independent Petrochem-

ical Co. to dispose of the waste. ll'C in turn
hired a contractor, Russell M. Bliss, who
mixed the dioxins with waste oil and spread it
on roads around Times Beach to control dust
in the early 1970s.
The government is doing the cleanup and
seeking $96 million in reimbursement from
IPC, a subsidiary of Charter Oil Company,
which is owned by The Charter Co.
The three companies are seeking reimbursement from their insurers, who have refused, saying the coverage did not include
such protection. So the companies have sued
in U.S. District Court in Washington.
The appeal decided on Friday was only
one part of the litigation. The suits involve
only cleanup costs and not allegations of
damages or injuries.
In a separate case involving NEPAM),
Missouri courts upheld the insurers,and the 8th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals approved,5 - 3.
That court said that under Missouri law,
"the term 'damages' in the standard-dorm
comprehensive general liability insurance..
policy does not include cleanup costs."
The District ofColumbia court disagreed,
strongly.
Noting that circuit courts usually defer to
each other, the ruling said:"Deference is one
thing; blind adherence quite another."

Ron's

Barber Shop
Ronald Couturier, Owner
43 N. Main Street
Old Town, ME

RAYMOND, N.H.(AP)- Two men
The case came to light last month when
who didn't know how to operate a camcord- Raymond police responded to
a burglary
er apparently filmed and recorded them- where a camcorder and other items
had been
selves discussing a killing in Massachusetts stolen. Police found the goods the
next day
last year, police said.
at a Raymond campground and returned
Derek Cryer,21, no known address, and them to the owner.
Richard Kendall,20,of Everett, Mass., were
The owner watched the tape in the camarrested last week on burglary charges.
corder, and heard two men discuss killing a
Raymond Police Chief Richard Dolan said "Marty J." Police surmise he is Martin J.
they are awaiting extradition to Massachu- Santos of Everett, Mass, stabbed to death
setts, where they maybe charged with murder. last year.

Hungry?
Then take your choice of wheat or italian bread, cheese, onions,
lettuce, tomatoes, pickles, green peppers, olives, salt, pepper, oil,
mustard, mayonnaise, hot peppers, vinegar, etc.
and roll it into a quick and wholesome subway, your way!
Cold Subs
Six Inch / Fool Long
BMT (ham, genoa, pepperoni & bologna)
2.89
3.99
Subway Club (roast beet, turkey, ham)
2.89
3.99
Spicy Italian
2.69
3.79
Cold Cut Combo
1.69
2.99
Tuna
2.69
3.79
Seafood & Crab
3.29
4.79
Ham & Cheese
2.69
3.79
Roast Beet
2.69
3.79
Turkey Breast
2.69
3.79
Turkey & Bacon Deluxe
3.09
4.39
B.L.T.
1.89
2.99
Veggies & Cheese
1.49
1.99
(For twice the meat, just say "Super"and add...) 1.00
1.40
Hot Subs
Meatball
2.29
3.39
Steak & Cheese
3.09
4.19
Chicken Fajita
3 09
4.19
Boneless B.B.0 Rib
3.09
4.19
(Add Bacon)
40
.80
Plus
Chips
.75
Cookies (pack of three)
1.00
Soda (16 oz.) .89
(22 oz,) .99
(32 oz.) 1.09

Open Tuesday-Friday 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

18 Mill Street(Downlativ Orono-nal to LaVercherels)•866-355
0
Open Sunday - Thursday (lOam-midnight), Friday 8 Saturday(10am-2am)

& Saturdays 5:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon

We deliver! Monday-Thursday(8pm - 11pm); Subway(6pm 11pm)
(No deliveries on Friday or Saturday; 50e delivery charge on
orders under 5.00)
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•Rape awareness we
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EditorialPage

Educate potential
assailants not victims

C

O
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Rape Awareness week
, which begins today, is
a great
idea, however, the wron
g people are being educ
at
ed
.
The strong point of this
week is to teach women
how to
protect themselves and
what services and rights
ar
e
the
irs if
they do become a victim
.
Among the free progra
ms open to the public thi
s week
are: the pain of date ra
pe, helping a survivor
of rape,
responding to rape and
self defense for women.
All of this information
is necessary to help vi
ctims
survive rape but, the fo
cus of this educationa
l
pr
og
ram
should be to educate ma
les not to rape and not
to
ed
uc
ate
females how to avoid
situations where they
ma
y be in
jeopardy.
The best way to halt the pr
ogress of this heinous as
sault
on human dignity is to ed
ucate the perpetrators.
No
lo
nger
is it acceptable to say
a woman deserved to
get raped
because of the way she
dressed or that she 'w
an
ted it'.
These lame excuses ha
ve been accepted too lo
ng as the
truth and it takes more th
an one week a year to over
turn old
beliefs, especially when
the week is devoted to ed
ucating
Last February this campus
women how not to get
was
raped.
fil
led
with talk about what
More courses•are needed
that expose males and fe
males happened to two black UMaine
to the horrors ofrape.On
ly by educating potential
rapers can students, Quester Hannah and
we hope to stop rape.(C
Aaron Phillips.
JC)
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Looking back at the upro

ar

make a person belligere
nt. Or'in
other words, give them
beer
muscles. A person wh
o's been
drinking or who's dru
nk can be
Hannah and Phillips
qui
te belligerent.
were Aldrich as one of
the individuals
driving in Hannah's car
Everyone knows that. rig
in Orono who damage
ht? In
d his car. Deputy Febr
on February 17 when
uary, though, drun
an object, Assistant Att
•Rape awareness we
ken
orney Michael P. bellig
ek
possibly a beer bottle, wa
erency was not considere
s thrown Roberts sai
d
d that there was It wa
at his car by someone in a
s a flat-out, racist attack
group of insufficient evi
.
dence.
white men who were
Hannah believed the motiva
walking
tions
In February collegiate rac
nearby.
ism were racist because
of all the slurs.
was the thought on eve
ryone's Once again, tho
When Hannah got out of
his car mind. But lookin
ugh, a quick run• 8 out of 10 college wo
g
clo
sel
so
y
me
at some through of the
of
the
gr
oup of men began of
men have been the victim
lis
tAif the annoying
the facts of the case, like dur
ofsome yelling racing
sexual violence
ing habits of the into cat
slurs at him and the
ed shows thaatt
trial in Bangor, things be
began to assault him. When
came "swearing,yell i n
• 9 out of 10 knew the
Phi
lli
,
ps
and
harassment'
murkier.
assailants
got of the car,several of
are in the top three.
them men
• Only 5 percent of vict
First,the incident involv
ims reported these crimes
began to assault him
ed only
In any confrontation
as well. one UMaine
.
which
student out of four,
Hannah's car received $9
some of the participants
00 worth and it occurr
ha
ve
been
Frightening statistics - fr
ed
in
Or
of damage by some in
ono, not on drinki
ightening because they'r
the group. the UMai
ng and are belligerent,
ne
e
the
ca
tru
mp
e.
us
.
Hannah and Phillips
College campuses are br
nastiest, foulest, most
needed
eeding grounds for date
Bot
rep
h
uls
gro
ive
ups
had
left separate things
and medical attention for their injuries.
acquaintance rapes and
are said. Like last Februa
today, more than ever, wo
parties in town, be
ry.
Th
cause as
e
Or
me
on
o
n
Pol
an
ice
d
So there were a group
De
men have to be careful an
partment everyone
of men
knows, Orono is wher
d informed.
a few days later charge
e who were drinki
d four of the real
Starting today and cont
ng, some drunk,
parties are since there'
the men with assault an
inuing through this Frid
s who started a con
d
cri
min
al
ay
not
,
frontation and
th
hin
e mischief. Ste
University of Maine is sp
g to do on campus. Dri
nking then a fight
ve G. Poulin and
onsoring Rape and Sexual
in
Or
bee
on
r
o with a couple
in
crowded dorm rooms
Assault Chistopher Lo
Awareness Week.
and of black men.
ndon of East the
.
n
get
ting it broken up fif
Hartford,Connecticut, Mic
teen
A weeklong series of
What they did was bru
hael R. minutes lat
lectures, presentations,
tal and
er is the best the camp
Sm
it
h
of Houlton, and Robert
films,
us repugnant to the
panel discussions, and
Y.
can
beliefs that this
off
er
for
activities, Rape Awaren
par
tie
Ald
s.
ric
h, a UMaine student fr
ess Week
University holds. Th
om
offers all the informatio
How then, could the
e motivations
Veazie, were the ind
n and explanation studen
inc
ide
nt
for
ivi
what they did was
duals illustrate how
ts need on
a subject close to campus
quickly
prejudiced UMaine
charged.
.
labeled as complete
students are if three
ly
racist,
Information tables in
Meanwhile, back on
out
of the however.
campus four charge
the Memorial Union wi
Any talk about the role of
d
did
n't
ma
ll
ny
be
ev
peo
en go to alcohol
open daily 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
ple talked about the
was shouted down in
school here?
,offering video presenta
the
tions and problem of racism and how the
handouts.
din. UMaine was
Bu
t
prejudiced and
las
t February the wh
incident illustrated the
ole that was ii
problem. campus wm
Incidents of assault and
This is the chance for ev
racist. The Universit
The Student Senate pas
ery student, faculty an
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sed
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me of Maine,the hot
d staff resolutio
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ed vowed to spend
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more time who use
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women during their coll
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ege career. addressing the problem.
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r. racism, nothin
Many TV No one
rape awareness as well,
g
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e.
men
tioned East Hartford
since the and newspaper reporters descended
or
women affected will be the
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tings, angry
ir sisters, friends, or gir
up
on
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ca
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us to report on the
lfr
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ds.
tements, shocked sta
Rape and sexual assault is
An
d
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n
there is the question
tements,
discord.
too serious and consum
everything in reaction
ing a
of alcohol. According
problem on this and ever
to
the
awful
Las
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Jul
y
Det
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y college campus for UM
aine's Smith paid a $3 , London,and Forrest Davis of the Orono ive truth of UMaine racism. Careful
community to ignore.
police considera
00 fine for assault de
tion of the facts
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assault to educate others.
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•Political correctne
ss

D.fl..butec1 b1,,touno Woe
gecvonos

A vide to being
politically correct

fit Tui NotAIN4TIOW11
Fat UV

To the editor:

' t 4.

guarantee universal accep
tability;
PC may even present obst
acles to
For the woefully inad
equate personal fulfillm
ent in certain situwho wish to appear othe
rwise,the ations.
following guide to being polit
icalA friend of mine, for exam
ly correct(PC)is offered.
ple,
suffered gastronomically. "I
love
the food at the Soup Kitc
hen," she
PC
said with a frown,"but I just
can't
• vegetarianism
stand to be in there, nights.
Every• volunteerism
one who eats there is
just too
• clothes from Goodwill
/ damned politically corr
ect!"
clothes from LL Bean
(Only at UMaine, one
might
• Spike Lee films
proudly add.)
• democracy
What must be remembered
is
• 'green industry'
that political correct-ness is
rooted
• a particular liberalism (unin the specifics of time and
TVIINK 11-1L QUEST ION, RALLY,
place
clearly articulated and uncon15
MINTI
— region,and socio-econom
MOCRICI1C_ CANDIGM ARE
ic
stasciously adopted, but having
tus. In the Roaring Twenties
, for
to do with 'who's got what')
example, it was hien sur okay
and
• being mildly patriotic
PC for upperclass writers base
d in •Student Gove
rnment
New York,or Paris,to toss Fren
ch
NON-PC
in to their novels;elsewhere, how• fast food
ever(among working class Nort
h
• pacifism
American French speakers,for inclothes from K-Mart/LL
stance,or bilinguals),speaking that
To the editor.
Bean clothes from Goodwill
by current student leadership. The
language and being of that culture
onto the very students for whom
• southern cooking (soul food
inherent problem with student govcould merit social marginalization
the
public university is meant to
Complacent leadership is an ernm
for white trash)
ent is, and always has been, assist
... even burning a cross on the lawn
and serve.
oxymoron, but the lame ducks of
• coninunism
its transient nature. Students are
courtesy of the local KKK.
The
annual reports put out by
the University of Maine General
• heat), industry
here only for a few years while
It depends, it must be underthe
Univ
ersity of Maine System
Student Senate have given the Alum
• radicalism
ni Hall stands forever. Ifthey consiste
stood, on whether you're doing
ntly
boast that the cost of
phrase vitality. The price to park on
• being political
want to get the ears of Alumni atte
something (speaking a language,
nding this system is relatively
campus went up66% this past year,
Hall, our student leaders must use less
say) to be cute, or as a simple
than other public universities
and the only thing GSS leadership a
A few words of caution: this list matt
little more intestinal fortjtude in New
er of survival.
England.So what? For one
can say is,"We can't do anything
is at best incomplete and at worst
when describing the looting of stu- thin
Then as now,in a circumscribed
g,
the
in-state costs of New
about it." If I were a Senator, or dent
arbitrary: being a feminist, for ex- worl
wallets."Sneaky"just doesn't England
d in which the exploited are
publ
ic universities are
running for the GSS,the first thing cut
ample, is still PC provided one is comp
it.
eting for scarce jobs (how I
cons
ider
ably
more
than other pubwould ask is,"Why can't we do
white and male and heterosexual man
Maine's economic collapse lic unive
y student loans have you dersities nationwide. Secanything about it?" The dilemma is trans
(and middle class or better...) Be- ferr
lates into less money for the ondly,relat
ed"?) it always pays to be
ive price does not mean
two-fold; the unwillingness of the Univ
ing politically correct, in total, is a awar
ersity of Maine — from the much
e. And PC.
to
thos
e Mainers who can
GSS
to lead boldly, and the arro- taxpayer
safe bet for matriculation at any
s anyway. Therefore op- not afford UMa
ine System rates in
ganc
e of the administration not to erationa
reputable university, but does not
l costs must either he cut the first plac
Deborah Stiles listen.
e: costs that include
of financed through other means the incr
easing use of fees.
The 66% gouge was decided (read:
fees). Over the past year,
The time has come for the Genunder another president, or was it? plen
ty ofcutting took place as well eral Stud
ent Senate to crawl out
It went into effect over the summer. as plen
ty oftuition increasing. And from unde
rneath the steam roller,
Dale Lick wasn't very receptive to for a
public university system (as take note
of these troubling trends,
student needs and student issues, ours
is), during times of fiscal and act acco
rdingly.The GSS elecand the GSS persistently settled for stress,
that's where changes are to tions take
place on September 26,
less. Lack of campus parking and be made
.
a day when those who oppose the
the so-called comprehensive fee
Fees are something that private 66% goug
e(and other fees)can get
enraged students, but these issues unive
rsities are free to change at elected.
At the first of a new stuand others vanished into the bu- will;
not public institutions. dent gove
rnment meeting,let's see
reaucratic black hole. Even though Stud
ents attend UM, primarily, a resoluti
on
put on the floor urging
they may have tried, recent student because
they are not from rich the administ
ration to repeal the
leadership didn't represent the stu- backgrou
nds and, consequently, parking incr
ease! And should
dents - it belongs to Uncle Dale's cannot affo
rd private universities. Alumni Hall not
listen to the electCabin. Implementing that 66%
Because of this, the state is ed student
lead
ers,
we will once
gouge without consulting the elect- charged
with subsidizing the costs again ask who do they serve,
ed student leadership was as dis- of high
er education. But raising themselves?
gusting as it was tyrannical - not the fees incr
easingly shifts the burden
whimpering "sneaky," as dubbed of Univ
ersity expenses directly
John W. Day
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Student leadership complacent
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"Okay. There's three bedrooms and four of us.
No problem. One of us will take the freezer."

L

Editorial policy

etters to the editor of the Maine Campus sho
uld be no longer than 250
words. Letters should be typed or clearly written
and include a name,address and
phone number.
Guest columns must be arranged with the edit
or and be no longer than 450 words.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all
submissions for length, taste
and libel.
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CampusComics

Associated Press Writer

I
Doonesbury
AIM. HOW
9e TAKES
YOU BACK.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

NOPE )0uR5
OCe57VO,
RAY..

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

I CAN'T BELIEVE WI MOM
SIGNED t41E UP POP,
S‘,.4iMtA NG 1.E.%34S

New York Times Daily Crossword
No.0805
ACROSS

28 Corrective
31 Concealed
32 Telegram

ii

51 Perrino and
5 1111 7 1111
II 1 1
Bertinelli
i lir
55 Baba the
woodcutter
33 The Charles's
St Symphony in D
pet
minor
illUI
34 Whoop's role in
19
composer
• Ghost"
59 Orel s stream
dIUUU
22
35 Kind of cream
23 24
so Casts out
13 City in Kan
38 Short-legged
ts
21
61
Actress
14 Vest
79 30
horse
Witherspoon
ill
is Shutout spoiler 39 Finished
31
1
62 Juan or Jose
16 Admirer of
41 Covered wagon
63 Loco
33U.
34
Gallic people
35
learn
37
38
64 Carpentry item
IS Transport in
42 Hersey's town
36UUI
I
39
40
41
43
Genesis
in Italy
is Clooney hit
44 Weigh down
DOWN
45
46
1955
46 Hot dog
iliUUUlU
Prepare flour
Tall
47
and slim
20
44
47 Hunter on high
2 Had on
22 Suburb of Paris IS
Blanc
3 Comical King
49 SO
Si
Si 53 54
23 Kind of barrier 49 Hope-chest
4 Tossed from
25 Worn out
SS
fabric
side to side
56 57 SI
S Answer
59
61
6 Deadly pale
soIUIII
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
7 Emulate Phil
62
64
Mahre
illUUUU
A Ono s 11Part
of RSVP
co
E S Forever,
in
26
grown by
is Fine y chopi ed si Immense
CALM
ENA
verse
what it
A
46 Eats greedily
E N
52 Priivy to
10 Order founded
Hamlet
E Mal
E Oa
in Assisi 1209
53 Yellowish gray
27 Native of Hesse 48 Oscar winning
Borgnine part
54 Three handed
28 "The Balsa rjoilaINEIDT130 II Walled town
12 Very dark
card game
49 Vientiane is its
1984 fan-.
DOOM 0 N el I CIOCIMIZI 14 In a poorer state
capital
29 Make amends
57 Alter follower
u clop LEI A Do E Do NE
17 Hand covering
50 Actress writer
30 Toil
St Mount a
"for Roman
Chase
diamond
EN OGG A T 0 boxers
32 Pallid
H ODD E El H CIG LISP EN 21 Role for Price
36 Rider of the rails
A DOI T y Glijol3 SA IRO 23 Canary's
37 Louganis feat
Get answers to any three clues
FFE amp 24 Foretokencousin 40 Seine
feeder
by touch-lone phone: 1-900-420CI OGIO IJLIUT S E 1:11 T 25
Lyric poem
43 Take away
5656(75c each minute).
1 Sailors mop
Tree-'climbing
civet
10 Margaret
Truman s
"Murder at the
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CIA examines
purpose after
end ofCold War
By Ruth Sinai
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•US Intelligence

WASHINGTON (AP)— The CIA is at a
major crossroads: The demise of the Soviet
lnion has depnved the agency ofthe heart of its
mission for the past 40 years and the congirssional budget axe is poised to cut its resources.
The crisis is compounded by a void in the
agency's leadership as a result of renewed
doubts about the role of senior officials. including CIA director-designate Robert Gates,
in the Iran-Contra affair.
The agency will likely send its cloak to the
dry cleaners and sheath its dagger, but officials insist the intelligence conimunity is far
from being post-Cold War Surplus.
Just as the CIA was born in response to
Japan'scatastrophic surprise attack on Pearl I farbor 50 years ago,the argument goes,so now the
intelligence is a vital element of U.S. defense.
"The challenges ahead of us in a world of
instability, in a world of real confusion and
realignment, are much greater in many ways
than ... when we had a single. rather straightforward enemy to look at," acting('IA direc
tor Richard Kerr recently told a group of
intelligence veterans.
Gates, or whoever is confirmed for the
job, will face the mammoth task ofrevamping
the direction of the intelligence community.
And he'll have a lot less money to do it with.
At best, officials estimate, the budgets of
the CIA and more than a dozen of its sister
intelligence agencies will be cut by 15 percent. But as likely the cuts will he far larger.
The reversal in the fortunes of the intelligence budgets — following a 1980s growth
of as much as 200 percent by some estimates
— will hit hardest in the Soviet accounts.
About 30 percent of the intelligence community's$30billion estimated budget has until
now been devoted to gathering and analyzing
intelligence on the Soviet Union,officials say.
That figure probably will be cut by as
much as 50 percent over the next five years.
said a senior intelligence official who spoke
only on condition of anonymity.
With the dissolution of the Soviet-led
Warsaw Pact and drastic reductions anticipated in the size of the Soviet armed forced, the
need for military intelligence is substantially
lessened, the official said.
Already, the Pentagon has begun to consolidate some ofits intelligence organizations
to weed out duplication and redundancies,
officials say.
And the CIA has transferred about onethird of its military analysts from the Soviet
section, the senior official said.
Some of them have gone to work on a
project being given increased priority in the
intelligence community:a newly created center to track the spread of
nuclear,chemical and
biological weapons in the Third World.
As a result of the disappearing competition with the Soviet Union, the CIA also
is
reducing its budget for covert activities in
support of anti-Communist guerrillas, officials say.

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours a 9
a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office
in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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•UIVIaine Alumni

Alumni Association has much to offer its
By Holly Strahan

years after graduation, with the third
year
Volunteer Writer
dues costing $15, a discount from the usual
price of $25.
l'oo many students
graduate without
The program starts this fall and will conknowing what the Alumni
Association can tinue throughout
the yea t with events to famildo for them.
iarize
studen
ts
with
the Association.
The association is looking to
change this
The
associ
ation
publishes Maine Magaprob!zm by giving all eligible
seniors free zine which contains
articles about UMaine
membership for two years after
graduation.
and the Alumni Association.
According to Kim Akeley-Cha
rron,
They also publish Maine Made People
membership service coordinato
r for the containing information
about graduates which
Alumni Association all
students with is often useful for locati
ng where classmates
enough credits to graduate
can receive a are working.
free membership.
Any alumni who wishes to come to a
Membership will be free for the first
two reunion, homecoming, or other event,
can

•Student Affairs

Career Center helps students
get what they need jobs
By Matt Wickenheiser

'To help students decide what they would
like to do academically and vocationally so
they can plan their academic choice of major
Confusion is common in college, whether
and select experiences that will help them
you're just starting or you're almost finished.
decide whether the plan they have developed
In high school,there were guidance counis the right for them," he said
selors who helped with decisions. The UniHe said the center can act as a "facilitator
versity of Maine offers the Career Center.
between students and employers, collecting
The center has moved to the third floor of
information on students and giving it to emChadbourne Hall from the basement of Win- ployer
s, and collecting information on emgate Hall. Because of the move,the staff has
ployers and giving it to students."
a higher quality of space to work in and the
Despite what seems to be a well funded
center is accessible to the handicapped.
organization, the Career Center has been hit
The Career Center offers a wide range of badly
by budget cuts. They have lost $6,000
services to all students and alumni.
in funding, one half-time professional and
"All students, all fields, can be helped," one classi
fied employee.
director Adrian Sewall said.
"Our staffing is smaller now than when I
One ofthe services offered is a computerized came
here in 1967,and the number ofstudents
career guidance system. SIGI Plus. SIGhhelps is three
times greater," Sewall said.
students with information about occupations,
Thecenter is getting two government fundinterests, skills,educational programs and more. ed compu
ter systems,and a third to be used on
The system also offers Job-Link,a listing of a free trial basis.
jobs in Maine; federal jobs listing; and new
The center has gone from three SIGI sys
career information software, which includes tems to
one, hut is diversifying in the other
five minute video clips of the career in question. programs it is invest
ing in.
'This software will allow people to select
The center combats the budget ax by sharcriteria and see which kinds of occupations ing costs with
other departments if there are
qualify. There is also a graduate school file in students who need
information the Career
it, which will allow potential grads to explore Center can't afford
alone.
what schools meet their criteria." Sewall said.
"For seniors and graduate students it is
The Career Center offers a variety of work- extremely important to start right
now in atshops throughout the year, ranging from re- tending workshops and regist
ering with placesume writing to choosing majors and careers. ment services to take part in interv
iews that will
The center also offers a self-help career start as early as next month," Sewal
l said.
lab, which helps to develop career goals and
Jennifer Murray,a center employee,said,
expectations; career literature; and the Maine "Even if you don't have anyth
ing specific in
Mentor Program, where the students can gain mind, we have so much information on hand,
access to alumni in the field of their choice.
you can find jobs in your major that you may
Thecenter's goals are twofold,saysSewall. have never even heard of."
Staff Writer

•

receive discounts on rental cars, hotel accommodations, as well as discounts on clothes in
the University Bookstore.
The major source ofrevenuefor the Alumni
Association comes notfrom dues,but from an
annual fund made up of money donated to the
association by members. Money from the
'Alumni fund is then given to UMaine.
Three years ago, the Internal Revenue
Service said all Alumni Associations had to
inform their members that part of the money given to the association cannot be deducted on tax returns. Because of this the
membership program was founded a year
and a half ago.

members

"The graduating class of 1990 had a good
turn out," Akeley-Chanon said and added they
are hoping for more this year.
Akeley-Charron said the most important
thing for students to know is that the association is there for alumni.
There will be a table in the courtyard
behind the bookstore on Sept. 18 and 19,9
a.m. to 3 p.m. handing out gift packets
consisting of applications for Alumni Association credit cards, along with information explaining what the association does in
more detail.
Incase of rain,the table will be moved into
the union.

•Historic gift

Farmhouse given to Roddand museum
PORTLAND(AP)— An old farmhouse officials
were not sure what to do with the
made famous by Andrew Wyeth in his paint- farmh
ouse, which is about a half-hour drive
ing "Christina's World" was donated Satur- from
the downtown museum.
day to the William A. Farnsworth Library
The Farnsworth has a strong connection
and Art Museum in Rockland.
with the Wyeth family, and Crossman said
The Olson House, built in 1741, was the museu
m's first priority will be preservgiven to the museum by the family of Apple ing the
15-room farmhouse.
Computer president John Sculley, which
"We have to do a lot of research into the
has owned the property since 1985.
house and its history," he said.
Christopher Crossman, director of the
Wyeth's painting, which hangs in the
Farnsworth museum,said he was delighted Muse
um of Modern Art in New York,shows
at the gift but acknowledged that museum Christ
ina Olson looking at the house on a hill.

Campus Classics
Study the classic blend ofcomfort

4

and style in Birkenstock footwear, and
learn how good
your feet can feel!
Suede, leather, and
nubuck styles in
autumn colors of
forest, berry, mocha and violet.

Available at:

sgrk
89 Main Street .Bangor, Maine

Dreams For Sale.

You know that new mountain bike you've been dreaming about? Yeah, you know the one.
Your roommate just got one, your little
brother got one and everyone that whizzes past you on your way to class reminds you that you'r
e still trudging to class when you should be
tearing up the grass on the Mall. Your dream just got a little cheaper:

was
1991 GT Tachyon
$589
1991 lamis Exile
$434
1991 lamis Diablo
$584
1990 Bridgestone MB3 $719

now
$499
$414
$550
$579

ROSE

BIK
866-3525 • .36A Main Street • Orono, E
Maine

HOURS:

Monday
9-5 Thursday
Tuesday
9-7 Friday
Wednesday 9-7 Saturday

9-7
9-5
9-4

•
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Motorized assistance program

from page I

Security Guard Clifford Sirois shows the
jumper cables in his vehicle for
motorist assistance.(Kiesow photo.)

6

same person 20 minutes later. He has helped
people locked' out of their cars with the
engine running.
On one call a woman was not only locked
out of her car with the engine running, her
two-year-old child was inside in a safety seat.
The weather and the time of year has a lot
to do with the frequency of calls, he said.
Before the holidays he gets many calls from
students who have not used their cars in
a
while. In stormy weather there are more
calls about lockouts because people are in
a

Maciel

from page 1

the university a more diverse place."
dors from their countries. We hope to
offer
By meeting tEl students in classes, dor- that opportunity to a lot of
our students to
mitories or special international student pro- reach out into the communit
y," he said.
grams, Maciel said UMaine students will
Other immediate goals include recru
iting
realize there are different ways of living and more studentsfrom Europe
and special projects
any one Way is not "necessarily it."
with the Chinese consulate in Boston.
"There are other ways of seeing and
"We're trying to get 10 Chinese profe
sdoing things that aren't correct or incorrect, sionals, mainly educators from
special(forestbetter or worse, they're just different," he ry,agriculture and technical)
schools in northsaid.
east China to learn English and methods of
"Americans. I hope, will come into teaching English," he said.
"By learning Encontact with our students and will see the glish, they can go hack to
their colleges in
things they have taken for granted, their China and continue teach
ing ESL to their
perspective on everything is really a cul- students."
tural perspective.
Maciel is also trying to bring Central
"By seeing people that have a different American ESL teachers
to UMaine for speperspective, I think will make them more cial courses on teach
ing ESL,something the
educated," Maciel said.
1E1 has never done before.
By the year 2000,one-third of the nation
Maciel credits the 1E1's faculty and staff
will be minority and a large portion of those with the Institute'
s success and as one of the
will be non-English speaking, Maciel said. factors that
attracted him to LIMaine.
"It just makes total sense that a university
'The teaching staff impressed me, they
that is educating people for the future will were obvio
usly very dedicated. It's not just a
address the future demographics ofthis nation." job for them
,they put their hearts and souls in it.
Another important part of the tEl is ser"I can't accomplish anything without the
vice, Maciel said.
faculty. What we accomplish Will be a
"One nice thing about a land-grant col- collaborat
ive effort," he said.
lege is service is part of the mission," he said.
"I've come here with a certain vision of
Last year,for example,Japanese students what an
institute should be. I'm talking with
spoke at various elementary schools in the the
faculty to see what their vision is and
area.
together we can work towards achieving
"Our students are very much ambassa- that
goal."

hurry to get inside.
"On foggy days a lot of people drive to
work with their lights on and when they get
to
work they forget to turn them off, so later
in
the day I get a lot of calls for jumps," he said.
While many people are embarrassed
about needing help, "they are all positive.
They're glad to see you," he said."I meet an
from page 6
awful lot of nice students."
Any motorist who needs assistance can call areas and
some are in places where a lot of genetic
evidence linked him to the crime
the Department of Public Safety at 4040 or use people
have access to the campus."
scenes, police said.
one of the call boxes located around campus
Shortly after the Gainesville murders,
Search For Justice
former University of Florida student
EdSince the Florida killings, a 55-member
ward Humphrey, 19, of Melbourne, Fla.,
special police task force staffed by the Florwas the prime suspect. Inability to concl
uida Department of Law Enforcement,
the sively place Humphrey at the crim
e scene
Alachua County sheriff's departme
nt, through genetic testing made autho
rities look
Gainesville police and the FBI has been
elsewhere for a suspect.
working to solve the killings.
Humphrey is now at a Florida psychiatPolice say their main suspect is Dann
y ric hospital where he is serving
time for
Harold Rolling,37,of Shreveport, La.
Roll- assaulting his grandmother.
He is scheduled
ing is in jail following an indictment
for for release Sept. 28.
robbing a supermarket in nearby Ocal
a, Fla. - But the investigation
continues."We're
That robbery placed him in the area at
the still working on leads," Joyc
e said."We had
time of the killings.
so many generated that we want to
examine
Rolling also faces burglary charges
in anything that might bear
fruit."
Tampa, where he led sheriff's deputies
on a
Authorities are mum about the case
chase that ended in a shootout, said
beJohn yond that.
Joyce, FDLE spokesman.
"The prosecutor is being very
careful
Joyce said the car that Rolling drov
e because of the notoriety of
the case," said
was reportedly stolen from Gainesvi
lle Lombardi."The best that
any of us know is
two days after police found the
bodies. that the police are very
confi
dent they have
Rolling is also a suspect in three
mur- suspects who can be
convicted."
ders in Shreveport and faces poss
ible , State attorney Len
Register plans to
attempted murder charges for assa
ulting present his evidence
to
a
grand jury in late
his father.
September or early October. Regis
ter is seekRolling was named prime suspect
after ing indictments again
st both men.

Gainsville remembers

Welcome
Back
from your friends at

Orono Exxon

We've a special offer waiting for you.
Pay in CASH or CREDIT,
and you'll receive the same price
at our full-service island.
In addition, you'll save
2 cents per gallon
if you show the attendant this ad.
(Offer expires October 4, 1991.)

Watch for
More Specials!
Orono Exxon • 63 Main Street • Orono,
Maine

HEY ALL YOU SMOKE-FREE, KID-LOVIN

G CAR OWNERS:

We are looking for a NonSmoker to babysit two
children in our
Hampden home. The
children are ages 3
years and 7 months.

•

This position will be
approximately 15 hours

Please call 862-6424

per week, and the
hours
should run from 2
p.m. -7 p.m. NO
WEEKENDS WILL BE
REQUIRED. You must
have your own mod
e of
transportation. Rate of
pay will be $5/hr.
for Interview.
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Stormann tries to prevent, antici

pate campus crime

By Nicole Zando

hazards and the safety concerns,
Staff Writer
but working
together as a team can make the
university a
much more enjoyable and safer plac
Alan Stormann has come
e to work
a long way from and live.
"
thinking that police work
was just about war
Stormann likes hisjob and working
stories and bar brawls.
for the
cam
pus community.
Law enforcement begins
with going out
"I have had a really, really exci
and talking with and
ting time
helping people, said here
at the university," he said.
Stormann, a crime preventi
on specialist here
He likes working for campus crim
at the University of Main
e pree.
vent
ion, because he has the chance to get
"While you are out there all
out
day long, and talk with peop
le rather than dealing with
you're thinking crime preventi
on.
hostilities day after day.
"Crime prevention," Stormann
said, "is
Stormann also likes his peers in
the anticipation, recognition
the deand appraisal of partment,all
of whom are working together to
a crime risk, and then the
initiation of an eliminate haza
rds and look out for the safety
action to remove or reduce
the risk to an of others.
acceptable level."
Stormann describes the department mem
Crime prevention,according to Stor
mann, bers as dedicated,intel
lectual and professional.
also involves police surveying area
s for light"I'm impressed with these people and
ing problemsand accessing areas
the
where bushes university is gre,a
t, including the administramay hide a potential criminal.
tors and students."
Targeting potentially dangerous areas
and
Though Stomiann acknowledges that
developing and implementing safety
he
programs has to enforce the
law occasionally, he reto reduce the risk is all partofcrime prev
ention. mains optimistic abou
t the community.
To raise awareness for crime preventi
on,
"Eve
n
your
wors
t
kid
has got some good in
Stormann goes out and informs campus
Alan Stormann, crime prevention
com- him, you have to find
officer at the UMaine Departmen
that
good and convince
munity members about safety.
t of Public
Safe
ty.(Boyd photo.)
that kid he's a good person," Stormann
said.
He informs students about such programs
Along the way,Stormann said, these kids
as alcohol awareness,bicycle registrati
degree in law enforcement in 1979.
on and were probably told they
Town,returning to the university in 1982
were had.
for
the key tag program.
Stormann also received encouragement
a
foot heat.
Stormann himself graduated from
Old and advice from Lloyd Oliver,a serg
"Basically,whatI try todoistoreinforce what
eant with
Storrnann obtained his current position as
Town high school in 1967 and embarked
on a the Old Town Police Department.
you already know about your safety," he said.
crime prevention specialist in 1986. He also
20 year military career.
Stormann also writes proposals for new safeHe told Stormann,"You will have a good
v:orks as the department's training offic
His military career started out with a thre
er.
e career as long as you treat and help peop
ty programs,likethe installation oflimp hole
le in
sfree year stint at army bases in Alas
During his off hours, Stormann enjoys
ka, Georgia, the same way in whic
of charge for any student who wants one.
h you expect to be playing cards, hunt
and Virginia. Stormann is still a member
ing, fishing. woodworkof treated and helped in life."
Additionally, he compiles statistics for
ing, building garages,sheds and screen hous
the National Guard.
campus crime updates for the university
Oliver also said, "This career will be all
and
es. This summer he built and sold 25-3
Stormann started his law enforcement carre
0
l- that you want to make of it."
unifoim crime reports, which are submitte
d to in the 1970s as a reserve officer in
picnic tabies.
Old Town. At
Stormann left the university in 1976 to
state and federal agencies.
Stormann resides in Old Town with his
the same time, he worked as a dispatcher
for work as a full-time police officer
Stormann remembers that crime prevenin Old wife Rhonda and their four children
public safety, where Chief Alan Reynolds
.
tion needs widespread support, attention
and supported his crime prevention effor
ts.
action.
"He encouraged me to go get an educa-Crime prevention is basically a conunution," Stormann said.
nity effort," Stormann said.
Stormann followed Reynolds'advice and
"Public safety itself can not eliminate the
graduated from UMaine with an associat
e's

MFFT ME AT

IDAR_KRO0MS
Develop Your Film at the Union!
$10 User Fee per Semester including free
chemicals and instructions.
See Chris at the darkroom, 3rd floor of
The Union, or Tuesdays and Thursdays
12:30 - 1:30 and Wednesdays 9:00 - 11:00

LSAT
GMAT
GRE
Test Your Best
classes Forming N'\\
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
At Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Classes starting now
for December and (January exams!

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST
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Budget problems force administrative cuts
have been assigned to John Halstead, vicepresident for Student Affairs,who now oversees Public Safety.
According to Hitt, the Maine Center of
the Arts and the University Press, also previously supervised by Aceto, now report to
Elaine Albright, Dean of Cultural Affairs
and executive director of the library.
According to Hitt, UMaine is not currently seeking a replacement for Aceto's
position, and will not for some time.
Hitt, who feels that five vice-presidents
may be too many,said he will try running the
University with three vice-presidents this year.
The success ofthis administrative experiment,as well as thejudgement of UMaine's
new president, will determine if UMaine
does indeed refill Aceto's position next year.
By not filling Aceto's position immediately, Hitt estimates that UMaine will save
$100,000.
Hitt said the University plans to spend
the excess money "to better meet the needs
of the students," by hiring more part-time
faculty members.
Hitt also said he wants to invest sonic of
the money in "future projects", and then set
some aside for emergency funds.
He indicated that over the last two years,

the state government has cut approximately
$8 million from UMaine's budget. He estimates another one percent to be cut this year,
and unless the economy worsens, expects
no more.
Hitt, believes the budget cuts "could
have been a lot worse," and said the state

from page I
the people here have been dedicated, and
have worked very hard and I feel that on the
administrative end, we're getting the essential things done," he said.
Annisa Lamberton, resident director of
Doris Twitchell Allen Village, and a master's degree in Speech Communications,

[The budget cuts] could have been a lot worse...[the
state government is] committed to higher education.
—Interim President John Hitt
government is "committed to higher education and has done its best to preserve the
quality of UMaine. Unless the economy
further deteriorates, I don't see the Legislature making any more cuts to the University's budget:"
Hitt, who has served as UMaine's president since July,said although the University is operating shorthanded,"things are going well.
"This year we have about 200 fewer
positions than we did last January. Because
of this there have been some problems, but

said she's noticed a"general attitude"around
campus this year.
"This is a time where there's a lot of
stress, because of ajI the changes," she said.
Lamberton believes tempers have been
shorter in the past because everyone is trying to get used to UMaine's new system and
there are fewer people doing more work at
the University.
"From my perspective,everyone around
the university is working extremely hard. It
is frustrating to hear students complain, because there's only so much a person can do.

SPRING SEMESTER
STUDENT TEACHING
If you have not applied for student teaching,
you must do so immediately at the student
teaching office, 129 Shibles Hall!!
Deadline: October 1, 1991

The people here are doing the best they can
with what they have," she said.
Lamberton, who-says she tries to "look at
things positively,"feels when people get used
to their jobs things "will run more smoothly.
"Right now, the changes here have
slowed things down, but later I think we'll
see the benefits. People just need to learn a
little patience," she said.
Diana George, a fourth-year Landscape
Horticulture major, believes the changes the
administration has made has caused a lot of
"hassle and inefficiency."
Although George feels Res-Life has
"made an honest attempt to give students
choices," she thinks other components,like
student health care and the status of classroom equipment is inadequate.
"I've been in classrooms where the equipment is outdated by 30 years. Having an
academic environment that's conducive to
learning is very important to me—what I
learn and how I learn it is very important."
George feels the way Cutler Health Center has been reorganized, has created much
"useless waiting and runaround.
"We pay a high price for the service we
get here," she said.
George said student and administrative
interests don't always coincide,and the running of the university should be like running
a business, where the "consumer (the student) is perpetuated.
"Ultimately, it's our money that supports UMaine and sometimes I don't feel
like the university is acting in the best
interest of its consumers. I know there are a
lot of bureaucratic rules that have to he
followed, but that's what creates all the red
tape and the runaround," she said.

Question of the Week

What is
news,
anyway?
Send answers to 7a Lord Hall

DO YOU WANT VISA & MASTERCARD CREDIT CARDS?
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Now you can have two of the most recognized
and accepted credit cards in the world...Visa®
and MasterCard® credit cards..."in your name."
EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT or HAVE
BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for- ID-BOOKSDEPARTMENT SIORES-TUMONENTERTAINMENT-EMERGENCY CASH11CKETS-RESTAURANTS-HOTELS-MOTELSGAS-CAR RENTALS-REPAIRS-AND TO BUILD
YOUR CREDIT RATING!
GUARANTEED!
VISA/MASTERCARD
GUARANTEED ISSUE
OR MONEY BACK

Approval absolutely guaranteed so
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

rSTUDENT SERVICES, PO BOX 2596, HOU_YWOOD, FL 330221

YES! I want VISAS/MASTERCARD®
Credit Cards. Enclosed find $15 which is
100°/0 refundable if not approved
immediately.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE
SIGNATURE

STATE
SS#

ZIP

NOTE: MasterCard is a registered trademar
k of MasterCard International Inc
Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA
U.S.A Inc. and VISA
International Services Association

100% GUARANTEED!
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SportsNews
•Column

•Capriotti, Black Bears fall to Nor

theastern 15- 14

• Women's Soccer drops two
• Field Hockey splits, now 21

•UMaine football

More than Hu
kies squeeze out win over Blac
just a loss By TimsHop
k Bears
ley
Staff Writer

By Jeff Pin kham
Staff Writer

Any loss is a bad one.
When the University of Maine
football team lost last Saturday
to
Villanova 42-7, there was no one
specific play that caused the
rout.
Yesterday was a different story
.
A blocked puntand two blocked

field goals cost the Black Bears a
ter note for UMaine this week
victory Saturday as they fell to the
though, as Northeastern running
Northeastern Huskies 15-14.
back Tony Morgan coughed the
The key play of the game came
hall up on the UMaine 36 yard
when outside linebacker Miles
line on the Huskies first possesMcLean blocked Jeff Mottola's43sion. The Black Bears couldn't
yard field goal attempt with :06
capitalize on the miscue but hey,
seconds left in the game to save the
it's better to receive than to give in
win for the 2-0 Huskies.
football. (UMaine fumbled its'
The game started out on a bet- open
ing possession last week)

The score was tied at 0-0 before
the Huskiesfinally got on the boar
d
late in the third quarter of a game
that no one seemed to want to win.
Fullback Jonathan Mack did
the honors, plunging into the end
zone from five yards out. Dave
Rusk added the extra point and
Northeastern led 7-0.
Hard-nosed Paul Capriotti (19
carries - 128 yards)answered hack
for UMaine on a spectacular 56yard touchdown run. Capriotti
broke five or six tackles in the run
that seemed to take forever. Seemingly down at least three times,
Capriotti high stepped a last wouldbe tackler at the Northeastern 20
and rumbled in for the score.
In the biggest downplay of the
year.Capriotti said "it was nothing
special.
Following a Husky stalled
drive, Rusk hit a 30-yard punt to
the U Maine 49. Tony Szydlowski
(six catches - 74 yards)caught the
punt in full stride and returned it to
the Northeastern 16. Three plays
later,first-year qiiarterback Emilio
Colon(17-of-31 -153 yards)shoveled a pass to Capriotti who rumbled and stumbled in for the score.
The first tJMaine lead of the season, 14-7.
The teams traded punts before
back-up Husky quarterback Byron
I lunt led Northeastern on the game
winning drive.
Hunt hit junior receiver Jeray
Sadburry for receptions of 39 and
7 yards. He then hit Jeremy Gobeil
on a 27-yard reception to the
11Maine one. Calvin Johnson
plunged in from there and the
IIMaine victory celebration was
on hold.
The Black Bears still led 14-13

A loss is a loss.
At least that's how the
saying
goes. And that's what
the members of the University Of
Maine
football team wouid prob
ably tell
you after its 15-14 loss
to Northeastern Saturday at Alumni
Field.
But deep down, this loss hurt
s
more. The Black Bears
crawled
back from a 7-0 deficit to take a
147 lead with 4:06 left in the
game.
UMaine then missed a chance
to take a 17-7 lead minutes
Later
when Jeff Mottola's field goal
attempt sailed to the left. It was one
of three missed on the day.
The
other two were blocked by the
Huskies.
And then,in front ofan amazed
crowd of 7,241, the Huskies
marched the ball down the field
for a score with less than a minute
to play.
Northeastern Coach Barry Gallup, showing the guts which will
endear him to Husky fans, went for
the two-point conversion with a
second-string quarterback, and
never even questioned the decision after a delay of game penalty
put them hack five yards.
"There was no question of not
going for two," said Gallup. "It
wouldn't have been fair to our
players. They were out there playing to win."
UMaine Coach Kirk Ferentz,
looking like he had been on the
bottom ofthe pile all day, was willing to carry the load of the loss on
his shoulders, trying to protect a
young team.
Black Bear Senior Paul Capriotti rum
bles and stumbles his way to a UMa
"We did a poor job of executine TD (Boyd Photo.)
ing and that reflects on the coachSee FOOTBALL on page 18
ing staff and myself in particular,"
•UMaine Women's Soccer
said Ferentz. "It was a very tough
loss, but they're all tough."
It was a game UMaine very
easily could have won, and very
probably should have won. It was
second half when junior back Elisla
a game the UMaine players will By Chris Castellano
tINH closed out the first half by
"Maine is a very young team,
Volu
Finer dribbled the ball down field scor
ntee
Writ
r
er
look back on and wonder.
ing its fourth goal at 31:44 when and
they're still learning," Anderand
shot
,
only
to be turned away by junior forward Sony
The Black Bears offense toa Morse col- son said."They are defin
The University of Maine wom- UNH goalie Molly
itely more
Kirchner.
taled more yards, and the defense
lected a pass from her midfielder skill
en'ssoccer team continued its North
ed
than
in
the
year
s
past,
The
as well
Wild
cats,on the other hand, and knocked
dominated play until the final drive.
a 20-yarder past Ricci. as being a more aggr
Atlantic Conference schedule Fri- put continuous pres
essi
ve
team
."
sure on the
They showed potential, but it was
By the end of the first half,
Things got a litter brighter for
day afternoon by losing to the Uni- llMaine defense by netti
ng four first L Maine's hope for its first victo
overshadowed in the end.
ry of the Black Bears on Sunday after
versity of New Hampshire's Wild- half goals.
UMaine's lack of experience
the season hadjust aboutdiminished. noon
cats 6-0 at Alumni Field.
when
it
took
on
Harv
New
ard.
Hamp
shir
e began the scorand discipline was very evident,as
The Wildcats,ranked 20th in the
U Maine scor4:I
The Black Bears also continued ing at the 7:40 mark on a corn
ed its first goal
er kick. country, were on its way to
they committed 14 penalties, many
win
its
of
the
season at t 21:02 mark of
its losing ways with a defeat in a
Valen
tina
Aura
movi
c, stationed first game in the conf
of them offsides, and turned the
erence, and the second half when
non-conference game to Harvard at the top ofthe penalty
captain
box crossed a third game overall, with
ball over three times.
out a loss. Tiffany Mosher knocked
University 4-1 Sunday afternoon, pass to a Wildcat forw
the ball
ard
for the goal.
In the 100 years of Maine foot"We had to work very hard.Maine in the
net.
also at Alumni Field.
Thirt
y-thr
ee
seco
nds
later,juruor pressured us a lot,"said UNH
ball, there have probably been
Coach
Mosher took an indirect kick
The Black Bears, now 0-2 in forward Kerry Prunotto lobb
ed a 25- Marjorie Anderson."We knew
tougher losses.
com- from Christina Contardo and head
conference play and0-3overalI,could yard shot over the outstretched arm ing in that we had to work
Ask the former players that mana
hard to ed it across to the far corner
ge only three shots on goal of Black Bear goalie Nico
past
the
le Ricci.
marched across the field at halfwin, regardless of our ranking."
Crimson Tide goalkeeper.
against a stingy Wildcat defense.
It appeared after that goal it was
time in celebrating the centennial
In the end,the Black Bears had its
The Black Bears will take on
U Maine's best scoring opportu- going to be a long afternoo
n for the second consecutive six-goal defea
t, Keene State September 21 at 3:00
Sec LOSS on page 18
nity came at the 18:00 mark of the UMaine defense.
at
without scoring a goal themselves.
Alumni Field.

Scoring drought continues, UMaine drop

s two

Is
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•Canada Cup Hockey

Canada takes 1 0 series lead on US;w
ins 4 1

By JOHN KEKIS
AP Sports Writer

MONTREAL(AP)- Canada shook
offan
injury to Wayne Gretzky and defe
ated the
t Inited States 4-1 Saturday night
in the opening game of the Canada Cup.
Eric Desjardins,Steve Larrner,Mark
Messier and Brent Sutter each scored for
Canada.
Gretzky was hurt midway thro
ugh the
second period while chasing a loos
e puck in
the U.S. zone. He outmaneuvered
defenseman Chris Chelios for the puck,
but Gary
Suter followed up on the play and
checked
Gretzky hard into the boards in
the right
corner. Gretzky, stunned momentar
ily, retreated to the locker room with back
spasms.
Gretzky, the tournament's leading
scorer
with four goals and 8 assists, never
returned,
but it didn't matter. He departed
after having
set up Lanner's eventual winning goal
at 5:20
of the second period. U.S.goalie Mik
e Richter

stopped defenseman Al Maclnnis's
hard drive ing a 5-1- I edge.
teammates Paul Coffey and
from the blue line,but Gretzky slid the
Messier comrebound
The Americans, whose only loss in six bined to ice the
past Richter to Lanner at the side ofthe
contest with 8:18 left.
net and games leading up to the finals was
to Canada,
Skating side-by-side,Coffey
he redirected it in for a 2-0 Canada
slid the puck
lead.
confirmed their status as a rising hockey to Mess
ier as the pair crossed the
Suter,who was not penalized for his chec
US. line.
k power by beating Finland 7-3 in the semi
fi- Messier held the puck as he
on Gretzky, was roundly booed by
closed in on
the parti- nals, but they fell behintt
early Saturday and Richter and then beat him
san Forum crowd as(iretzky left the
with a low wrist
ice, and couldn't rebound.
shot for a 3-1 lead. Sutter
the boos got louderjust minutes later
completed the
when he
Desjardins of the Montreal Canadiens gave scor
ing with 3:43 left.
scored Team USA's lone goal of
the game at his hometown fans some
thing to cheer about
Canada's defense excelled
10:31. The Calgary defenseman
took a feed early when he scored the
throughout.
lone goal of the first blocking or deflecting shot
from Jeremy Roenick, moved in
after shot. And
from the left period at4:22.Canada appl
ied the first sustained when the shots did get thro
point and .as he fell to the ice,let go
ugh, Ranford was
a low shot pressure ofthe gamejust over
four minutes into. there to stop them, finishin
that slid past goalie Bill Ranford'
g with 27 saves.
s glove into the period. Richter, who
was outstanding Midway through the seco
the net.
nd period, Canada
throughout and finished with 33 saves,stop
ped was outshooting the Americans 23-9
Canada (4-0-2), which beat Swe
den 4-0 a turnaround shot from the slot
and finby Messier, but ished with a 37-28 edge.
Thursday to earn a berth in the finals,
can win Desjardins scooped up the
rebound, moved in
its fourth Canada Cup in five tries
An altercation involving Eric Lindros
Monday in along the left circle and
and
fired a backhander that Shane Corson of Can
Hamilton, Ontario. If necessary,
ada and Chris Chelios
a third and went in just under the cros
sbar.
deciding game will be played
and Joel lino of the U.S. produced
Wednesday
a fourPat Lafontaine nearly tied the game with
night in Hamilton.
minute power play forthe Americans with
3:23
9:30 left in the third period, but Ranford
got a left in the second period. B utCanada'
It was the seventh meeting in
s penaltythe past piece of his hard shot
from the slot and de- killers stymied the Amer
month between the teams, with Can
icans, allowing only
ada hold- flected it wide, and form
er Edmonton Oiler one dangerous screen
shot by Chelios.

•UMaine athletics

•UMaine Field Hockey

This week in UMaine athletics
Field
Hockey -

' Football -

UMaine field hockey splits

Fri 20th 3:30 Lowell
Sat 21st 11:00 C"W Post
Sun 22nd 1:00 Alumni

Women's
Soccer -

Sat 21st 11:00 Keene St.

Sat 21st 1:00 UMass

Men's
Soccer -

Wed 18th 3:00 URI
Sun 22nd 1:00 Bos. Univ.

Phi Gamma Delta

Come find the

WILD THINGS at

FIJI
Rush Dates:
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

All rushes start at 4:30 p.m.
Call John Henderson at 866-7030 for mor
e information.

The University of Maine field hoc
key weekend.
team split two games over the
weekend,
Friday, the Black Bears will face-off
losing in double overtime to
Springfield against Lowell at 3:30 on Len
gyel
College 2-1 and winning Sunday 4-0
over Saturday UMaine plays C.W.
Post at
Dartmouth.
1 I :00a.m., also at Lengyel and
Sunda\
The team is now 2-1 on the young
season the team will play UMaine
alumni at
and will return home for three
games this 1:00p.m.

Football team drops another

from page 17
when Northeastern went for the
two-point
Coach Kirk Ferentz blamed himself
conversion following a delay of
and
game pen- the coaching staff for
the costly mistakes.
alty.
"We didn't do a good job coac
hing, the
Hunt was flushed out of the pock
et and players responded in a
positive way... it's
seemed to be running out of roo
m and op- just a reflection of
our coaching," Ferentz
tions when Gobeil broke open,com
ing back said.
to the ball to make the game winn
ing catch.
"We had more intensity but
NortheastWhen questioned about the deci
sion to ern did a better job
stopping us, we just
go for the two point conversion and
the win,. didn't get it done."
Husky Coach Barry Gallup said
he'd do it
On the day, the Black Bears chal
every time.
ked up
351 yards in total offense while
the defense
"There was no question in my min
d, we allowed 291.
don't play to tie, our players
deserve the
In all, Capriotti seemed to sum it
chance to win," Gallup said.
up heq
saying,"a loss is a loss."
But wait, there was still :56
seconds to
How true.
play, enough time for a little Col
on magic?
Upback Marc Curran returned the
North- Black Bear game
notes;
eastern squib kick to the Blac
k Bear 44.
•
The
loss
drop
s
UMaine to 0-2 on the
From there,Colon hit Capriotti
with a swing season. The Blac
k
Bear
s started last season
pass good for eight yards. Two
incomplete 0-5 before winn
ing
four
of its last six.
passes followed before Carl Smi
th gained
• Lorenzo Harris had a big gam defe
five yards on a key fourth and
e
ntwo play.
sively for UMaine, chalking
Colon then hit Szydlowski for
up two sacks
16 yards and six tackles.
down to the Northeastern 26.
There was still
•Next up for the Black Bears
hope... until McLean got a
is a Yankee
hand on Mot- Conference
match-up at home with the 0-2
tola's kick and knocked the
hopes away.
UMass Minutemen, next Satu
Earlier in the game 6-foot-7
rday at 1 p.m.
262 pound
•Free safety Greg Mikell and line
Husky giant Joe Griesbaurn
backer
had blocked a Lorenzo
Harris both suffered"bumps,bruisttola field goal attempt and
sophomore es or pains,"
according to UMaine sports
afety Mark Salisbury a punt
.
info guru Matt Bourque.

Tough loss
from page 17
anniversary.
him."We had this game and
But after the game, it would
we let it slip
have been away. It's very
hard to convince the play
disa
ppoi
ntin
g."
ers of that. You
After the game,Ferentz said ther
could see it in their faces. The
e is nothy had just loss ing to do
but regroup and try again next week.
a game they thought they
had won
. "We didn't get the job
"These are the games we
done this week so
have to win," we have to
come back and do a better job
said senior captain Paul
Capriotti, never next
Saturday," he said."There's not muc
looking up at the reporters
h
hovered around else to
say."

-...assoldis01111
,
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•Major league
bas

eball

Blue Jays lose; Red Sox four ba
Braves 9 Dodgers 1
Go Braves Go!!

ck in AL East

Athletics 10 Blue Jays 5
Go Sox Go!!

ATLANTA (AP) - Any
TORONTO (AP) - Jose Canseco hit a
doubts the Atlanta Braves may
have been pennant pre- grand slam and a two-nm homer, tying
his
tenders in the NL
West were wiped out career high with six RBI and leading the
Sunday with a 9-1
rout of the Los Angeles Oakland Athletics over the Toronto Blue
Dodgers.
Jays 10-5 on Sunday.
Sid Bream drove in five
Canseco's 41 home runs put him one
runs, including
a first-inning grand
slam, and Steve Avery behind Cecil Fielder for the major leag
ue
pitched a four-hitter as
Atlanta stretched its lead.
lead to 1 1/2 games
over the Dodgers headCanseco started his power show early,
ing into the final three
weeks of this season. putting Oakland ahead 2-0 in the first inning
After Friday's 5-2 loss to the
Dodgers, with a shot off Todd Stottlemyre (13-8).
some suggested the young
Braves might be 'Then, he hit his second slam of the season
feeling the pressure against the
battle-tested and third of his career in the ninth off Jim
Dodgers. But Atlanta overcame
an early Acker. canseco hit three homers with 10
deficit on Saturday to beat Los
Angeles 3-2, RBI in this three game series.
in 11 innings.
The AL East leading Blue Jays lost for
Atlanta has won nine of its last 10game
s, the fourth time in 12 games.
and have three more with the
Mike Moore (14-8) struck out nine in
Dodgers next
weekend in Los Angeles.
eight innings. He fanned the first four batDespite losing the last two, the Dodg
ers ters, and six of the first 11.
returned home with a 7-4 road trip
to play
their final 18 games on the West Coas
t, 13of Mariners 14 Royals 7
those at home, the others at San
Francisco Beatem by a touchdown
and San Diego. The Braves have 19
games
KANSAS CITY (AP) - Alvin Davis
remaining.
homered and drove in four runs and Trac
y
Avery(16-8)allowed a leadoff single
to Jones also drove in four as the Seattle
Brett Butler in the first inning before retir
ing Mariners pounded the Kansas City Royals
the next 15 batters in order, a strea
k that 14-7 Sunday.
ended when Dave Justice dropped Jose
OfDavis was 4-for-4, including a two-run
ferman's fly ball in right field for an error
. homer. He got his first three hits off Mike
Stan Javier spoiled Avery's shutout bid Boddicke
r, against whom he is a .408 cawith an RBI single in the ninth. Avery
im- reer hitter.
proved to 4-0 lifetime against the Dodgers,
Rich DeLucia, who had lost two straight
striking out six.

and four of his last five, went six innings
to
Wegman(12-7)gave up nine hits in 82/
go 12-10. DeLucia, whose 12 wins leads
all 3 innings. He is 6-2 lifetime
against the
major league rookies, gave up three runs
on Tigers.
eight hits.
Boddicker(11-12)lost his fourth straight
Rangers 4 Twins 2
He was charged with nine runs on nine
hits "High Sierra"
extends hitting streak
in 4 1/3 innings.
ARLINGTON (AP)- Ruben Sierra extended his hitting streak to 16-games with
Brewers 5 Tigers 3
a
tiebreaking double in the fifth inning SunCecil goes deeeeeeeep!!
day, sending the Texas Rangers past
the
MILWAUKEE(AP)- Cecil Fielder put
Minnesota Twins 4-2.
Detroit ahead with his major league leadi
ng
Sierra added an RBI single in the seventh
42nd home nin, hut Bill Wegman and
the inning as Texas won three times in their
fourMilwaukee Brewers bounced back to
beat game-series against the Al.Westleading Twin
s.
the Tigers 5-3 on Sunday.
Jose Guzman(12-5)gave up two fins,both
A day after Fielder hit a 520-foot
in the first inning,on four hits in six innings.Jeff
homer that was believed to be the first
Rgssell go one out for his 28th save
ball to clear County Stadium, he conn
ectSierra's chop single in the seventh came
ed again in the second inning for a
mea- after Terry Leach relieved Allan
Anderson
sly 420-foot drive.
(5-9) with two outs.

Maine Campus
classifieds

jobs
Free travel, cash, and excellent
business experience! Opening
available for individuals or students
orgs. to promote the country's most
successful spring break tours. Call
inter-campus programs 1-800-3276013.
Help Wanted: Experienced dark
room tech. Must be able to process
and print black and white film. Part
time hours flexible. Telephone Mr.
Buck at 827-4550.
Panama City this spring break.
Earn free trips and make the most
money. Sell the best location on the
beach next to the world's largest
night clubs. Campus reps need to
promote spring break. Call jenny at
1-800-558-3002.
Travel free! Sell spring break trips
to lamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Margarita Island. Best commissions
paid! Call Sun Splash Tours 1-800426-7710.
Earn extra money. Looking for
people to market an all natural,
skin, hair, and nutrition products.
Call 942-4441.

RAISE $500..31000..41500

0L

L_F0

$250 Season Pass at Sugarloaf/USA
if purchased pnor to October 1, 1991 $325 through 11/4/91, $495 there
after

Campus Rep: Athletic Ticket Office
Phone: 866-2518
Hours: 8:30-4:30

IF IJ INI ID

b\n

For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization

AISOWTELY NO INVESTMENT ItIOUIRID1
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

entertainment
Win 100 bucks! "Monday Night
Football Guess the Score Contest" at
Geddy's. lust pick the exact score
and winning team. No purchase
necessary. Go to Geddy's tonight for
details.
Male Stripper - Great for birthdays,
wedding showers, etc. Super, prices!
Call Today 947-4220.

for sale
For sale: Fug mountain bike #300.00
or B.O. Call Nick at 866-0213.
For sale: Used TDD Krown research
model 32. Works great $100. Call
Annie x2013 or 866-5756.

apartments
1 bedroom apt. in town Orono
Security, lease, references.
$400.00 / mo. Plus utilities. 8273757 or 866-7081.
Roomate Needed to share two
'bedroom townhouse - great
location - Washburn Place - Call
Chris 866-3253.

misc.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy?
Free pregnancy test. Call 866-5579.
College Students Unite! join
.
Campus Connection's national
college pen pal club. Call 209/5717990 for info.
French tutor availabe. Call Debra
at 827-4460.
Orono Thrift Shop from Main St.
2nd rt off Pine. Wed 11-4 Sat. 11-2
Lost- Light green stone bracelet
with sillver clasp. Please contact
Amy O'Connell at 825-3521.
Happy B-day Adams. Welcome to
the world of legal drinking.

•
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Sport'r Shorts
ML Baseball Saturday Games
Tigers 6, Brewers4

Maldonado later homered as Toronto won
Eric Bell,Cleveland's third pitcher,threw last week.
for the eighth time in II games. Boston lost 1 2/3 innin
gs for his first victory since Oct.
The victory ended four years of
MILWAUKEE(AP)- Cecil Fielder hit 3-1 to New York earlier in the day.
frustra4, 1987. Steve Olin got three outs for his tion against Notre Dame,
which won its
what was believed to be the first fair ball out
Candiotti (13-11) lowered his league- 12th save.
three previous games against Michi
of County Stadium for his major-league leading ERA to 2.26. He struck out five
gan by a
and
total
of 11 points. It also ended Notre Dame'
leading 41st homer as the Detroit Tigers walked two, and relievers Duane Ward
s
and Mariners 4, Royals 3
14-game winning streakover Big Ten
beat the Milwaukee Brewers 6-4 Saturday Mike Timlin each pitched an inning
teams
,
in the
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - ,Edgar which included a season-opening
night.
49-27 win
team's major league-leading 15th shutout.
Martinez hit a sacrifice fly in the Ilth inning over Indiana.
Fielder hit Dan Plesac's first pitch of the
Bob Welch(I 1-12)gave up five runs on
and Harold Reynolds followed with a runfourth inning,an estimated 520 feet.
six hits over six innings. He struck out two
scoring single Saturday night as the Seattle Sooners down over
matched
The longest home run in the major league and walked four.
Mariners beat the Kansas City Royals 4-3. North Texas, 40-2
history is believed to be Mickey Mantle's
Omar V izquel beat out a bunt single with
NORMAN,Okla.(AP)- Oklahoma
565-foot drive off Chuck Stobbs in Griffith Angels 3, White Sox
inter2
one
out off Steve Crawford (2-2), Dave cepted six passes
Stadium on April 16, 1953.
and blocked a punt in beating
ANAHEIM,CALIF(AP)- Gary Gaetti Valle walked and
Crawford advanced the an outmanned North Texas
Scott Aldred (1-3) gave up three hits in scored from second base
40-2 Saturday.
when Luis Sojo's runners with a wild pitch. Martinez then
The No.9 Sooners sputtered offensively
six innings, including Greg Vaughn's 24th bunt was thro
theo
ln away by reliever Bobby flied to left for a 3-2 lead
and Reynolds but shut down an Eagles
homer in the sixth.
offense that reThigpen in
th inning Saturday, lifting singled to left.
turned only three starters - all sopitomores.
Dan Plesac(1-7)allowed six hits in eight the California Angel
s over White Sox 3-2.
Mike Jackson(7-6)pitched 1 1/3 innings
innings.
Mike McKinley had two 1 -yard touchAfter being shut out for eight innings by and Bill Swift
, Seattle's fifth pitcher, got down runs and Cale Gund
y threw for another
Mark Langston, the White Sox tied it in the three
outs for his 13th save, allowing Todd
core
the
as
Soone
Yankees 3, Red Sox 1
rs
rang
up
361 yards in total
ninth with two runs off Bryan Harvey.
Benzinger's double and Kevin Seltzer's RBI offens
e. Gundy completed eight of 15 passes
NEW YORK (AP) - Boston fumbled
Gaetti opened the California 10th with a grounder.
With runners on first and second, for 85 yards
away a run with a triple error in the second single off Scott Radinsky
and was intercepted once.
(4-5). Thigpen George Pedre grounded to shortstop
for the
Although the Eagles offense did not get
inning and stumbled a bit in the AL East race relieved and Shawn Abner
reached on a bunt final out.
untracked in the game,first-yearcoach DenSaturday as Scott Sanderson led the New single when no one covered
first base.
The game was delayed by rain in the
nis
Parker could be encouraged by the pla)
York Yankees over the.Red Sox 3-1.
Mike Fetters(2-3)pitched a perfect 10th third innin
g for I hour, 35 minutes.
of his defense. Linemen Bruce Walker. Noel
Pitcher Joe Hesketh, first baseman Mo for the victory.
Crum and David Burns led a front four that
Vaughn and left fielder Mike Greenwell
College Football from Saturday
sacked Gundy three times and stuffed severcombined to give the Yankees a Little Rangers 3, Twin
s0
Wolverines beat Notre Dame 24-14 al Oklahoma running plays.
League-type run in the second, and New
ARLINGTON, TEXAS(AP)- Oil Can
ANN ARBOR, Mich.(Al') - Desmond
York added two runs in the third as it stopped Boyd allowed
On Oklahoma's opening possession,
five hits in seven shutout Howard
scored on a 29-yard reverse and a the Eagles sacked Gundy
an eight-game losing streak.
for a 13-yard
innings and Ivan Rodriguez hit a two-run
spectacular 25-yard diving catch as third- loss on the first play.
Sanderson (15-9) increased his career single Saturday night,
They
followed that
leading the Texas ranked Michi
gan beat No.7 Notre Dame 24- by recovering Ted Long's fumbl
record against Boston to 5-0. He allowed Rangers over
e at the
the Minnesota Twins 3-0.
14 Saturday to snap a four-game losing 37-yard line.
three hits in eight shutout innings,struck out
Boyd (2-5), who entered with a 6.96
streak against the Irish.
two and walked two as he beat the Red Sox ERA, struck
The Eagles then drove to the Oklahoma
out three and walked none.
Notre Dame(1-1)cut Michigan's lead to 23 before Kevin McDan
for the third time this year.
iel missed a 39-yard
Boyd, acquired July 21 from Montreal, re17-13 in the third quarter on a 35-yard TD field goal attemp
Hesketh (10-4) lost for only the second tired his first 10 batter
t.
s and 13 of his first 14. pass from
Rick Mirer to Tony Smith.
time in nine starts since July 29, a span that
Tom Edens (1-2) gave up all three runs
But the Wolverines(2-0)regained a 10- Yankee
includes six wins. He allowed all three runs and nine hits
Conference Football
in five innings.
point lead with 9:02 left in the game when
and nine hits in seven-plus innings.
UNH down UConn 21-16
Elvis Grbac pump faked on a fourth - and DURHAM,N.H.(AP)- Mike Gallagher
Indians 6, Orioles 5
1 and threw a lob pass to a tightly cowed
Blue Jays 6, Athletics 0
score
d two touchdowns and Matt Griffin
BALTIMORE(AP) - Mark Lewis sin- Howar
d, who dove and caught it with both
TORONTO(AP)- Tom Candiotti scat- gled home Joel
compl
eted 14 of 22 for 161 yards to lead
Skinner in the I I th inning hands in the right
corner of the end zone.
tered five hits in seven innings and the Toron- Saturday night
New
Hamps
hire to a 21-16 victory Saturday
as the Cleveland Indians beat
Notre Dame didn't cross midfield the
to Blue Jays beat the Oakland Athletics 6-0 the Baltimore
over
Conne
cticu
t.
Orioles 6-5.
rest of the way as Michigan won its eighth
Saturday to increase their AL East lead to4 I/
The victory overshadowed the record Cleveland,held to one hit in six previous straight
game.
2 games over second-place Boston.
setting performance ofConnecticut quarterinnings, got consecutive singles from SkinIt
was
the sixth touchdown in two games
John Olerud hit a two-run double and ner, Alex Cole and
back Cornelius Benton. He set school records
Lewis off Mike Flanagan for Howard, a junio
r who caught three TO for passi
rookie Eddie Zosky hit a two-run single in (2-6), ending
ng yards (406) and total offense
a streak of 251/3 scoreless passes and score
d ort a 93-yard kickoff re- (429)
the fourth inning and Joe Carter and Candy innings by
.
Bento
n was 29 for 39 with two interOrioles relievers.
turn in a 35-13 victory over Boston College
ceptions and two touchdowns.

Read Pinkham,
Trust Hopley.

Discount
Computer
Software
Hundreds ofDiscounted Programs &
Games
in stockfor Mac, IBM, Apple, GS

I

Studying a Foreign Language?

SING-A-GRAMMES... 945-6355, the number
you've
been looking for. The awesome way
to surprise someone on their birthday
or special day. Our male and female
messengers sing or dance in costume
seven days a week. Deliveries include
confetti balloons, hats, leis, snapshots
and special songs we write. Great for
fraternity and sorority occasions. Call
today and mention this ad for special
student discounts.

We have access to over twenty-five
HyperCard-based Macintosh products
designed for learning a language, inclu
ding Spanish, French,
German, Italian, Japanese, Chinese, and
Russian.
All discounted by 30%!

'Only I milefrom campus,
•

Open Monday
8
)
(PO
:O S to 5
- Friday'
Saturday
11:00 to 5:00
Save ulth our discounted supphes
acceuories, including specialty paper,
ribbons, diskettes & toner cartridges!
Call or stop byfor.wurfire
discount campus catqlog

33 Pond Street, Orono • 866-7093

•

